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Summary
The Leon Levy Foundation Nagaur Conservation
Programme (2012-19) has five key elements:
conservation of the highly significant wall paintings
of the Hadi Rani and Sheesh Mahal; monitoring and
maintenance of previously conserved schemes;
training of young conservation professionals from
India and elsewhere; presentation of conservation
work to the wider public; and building the
infrastructure for Nagaur to function as a longterm centre for the study and conservation of wall
paintings in India.
All key elements were included during Phase 5 of
the programme, January – February 2016:
• investigations and documentation of the wall
paintings; remedial conservation of painted
schemes within several areas of the Hadi Rani
Mahal as well as recommendations for their future
care;
• continued monitoring—environmental,
structural, photographic—of the Sheesh Mahal
(SM) and first and second floor chambers of the
Hadi Rani Mahal (HRM) where remedial treatment
was completed in 2012 and 2014 respectively;
• inclusion of professional Indian colleagues whose
participation has a valuable impact on their own
professional work in India, as well as of seven MA
students from various different countries;
• display of a series of posters to provide the
visiting public and fort staff with concise and
well-illustrated information on the conservation
programme. Additionally, comprehensive
information on previous conservation work at
Nagaur became readily accessible via the Leon
Levy Foundation Centre for Conservation Studies

at Nagaur website (http://conservation-studiesnagaur.org/);
• via the ongoing Leon Levy Foundation Centre
for Conservation Studies at Nagaur (see separate
report) the pivotal role of Nagaur as a centre
of conservation excellence has been firmly
established.
The programme provides an ideal opportunity for
training, dissemination and exchange. Over the
course of the programme, Courtauld conservators
supervise various teams which included
professional conservators, Courtauld MA students,
as well as conservation interns from India, Israel
and Georgia. Additionally, students taking part in
the LLF-CC training programme are able to observe
at first hand many elements of the conservation
work undertaken at Nagaur, which serves to
contextualize the conservation approaches
that are taught in addition to methodologies
for investigation and documentation of cultural
heritage.
Monitoring (environmental, structural and
photographic) of previously conserved wall painting
schemes is a crucial component of the programme.
Assessment of passive measures to reduce airexchange and control environmental conditions in
the Sheesh Mahal and the second floor chamber
of the Hadi Rani Mahal is ongoing. Environmental
control measures in the Sheesh Mahal were
implemented through heating during periods of
high humidity. These measures were successful in
maintaining relative humidity values within the set
parameters, preventing cycles of crystallisation
and deliquescence of salts and avoiding further
deterioration of the painted schemes.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

Four locations were selected for remedial
conservation work in the Hadi Rani Mahal.
• Second-floor vaulted chamber (area W):
investigations into salt-related deterioration
(2012), and remedial interventions (2013 - 2014)
to reduce a synthetic coating, and interventions
to stabilise the plaster and to replace distracting
repairs were completed in the vault and on the
walls of the chamber;
• Ground-floor painted chamber (area Z):
investigations into the extent of surviving
painting and deterioration phenomena (2012)
and stabilization of the surviving painted and
unpainted plaster (2013-14);
• Loggia (area A): investigations into failure of
the building envelope, causes of delamination
and salt-related deterioration. The recurrence of
localised salt efflorescence (2012-2015) and loss
of unstable plaster in some areas of surviving
painting (as recorded in photographic monitoring
2013-14) gave cause to reduce the salts and
stabilize high risk areas of paint and plaster.
Stabilization work was completed in the western
portion of the loggia during Phase 5, and will
continue in the eastern portion in subsequent
phases;
• First-floor (area R), during Phase 4 (2015) removal
of a PVAc coating was begun on the First floor
paintings and will continue in future phases.

ĆđđĆĎēęĎēČĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēĆęĆČĆĚė
Ĕėę
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Project Data
Conservation projects of the type at Nagaur
generate huge amounts of data. The Courtauld
manages this by producing Project Data, a full
record of all investigations, analysis, imaging and
treatments that is updated annually. The present
document represents the phases of work over five
years, focusing on the Hadi Rani Mahal and includes
new information relating to work undertaken
January–February 2015.
All images are copyright Courtauld Institute of Art
and Mehrangarh Museum Trust.
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1. Introduction
NAG13_22_ext_8024_C.jpg
View of the Hadi Rani Mahal as viewed from the south west.
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1. Introduction

The Courtauld Institute of Art has been working in
partnership with the Mehrangarh Museum Trust
(MMT) since 2005 to preserve the marvellous wall
paintings in the Fort and palace complex of Nagaur.
After initial funding from the Helen Hamlyn Trust to
survey the painted schemes at the Fort, The Getty
Foundation, a major benefactor of conservation at
Nagaur since 1993, supported a project of training,
conservation and research of the wall paintings
from 2007-2011. In 2012, the Leon Levy Foundation
took up the torch, supporting another three years
of conservation work, and, separately, funding a

conservation lab and training programme at Nagaur
(see separate report). Conservation efforts focused
first on the Sheesh Mahal from 2007 -2011, and
then moved to the most important painted palace
at Nagaur, the Hadi Rani Mahal. This document
presents the investigations, findings and results of
work there, as well as of the continued monitoring
at the Sheesh Mahal. For more on conservation of
the Sheesh Mahal, please see Martin et al. 2012.

1.2 The Leon Levy Foundation
Conservation Programme
In 2013 the Leon Levy Foundation Conservation
Programme was established in a cluster of historic

NAG13_22A_A1-x_3066_D.JPG
Closer inspection allowed full appreciation of the extremely fine details, even in areas
where the paintings have suffered from pigment alteration. Above a detail of painting
in a ceiling panel of the loggia (Area A).

buildings at the centre of the fort, which were
generously provided by the MMT. The success of
the pilot programme in 2014 led to further support
from the Leon Levy Foundation, allowing extension
and expansion of the course in 2015-16. The course
runs parallel to the conservation project looking at
wall painting schemes across the whole site. The
lengthy presence at Nagaur has given the Courtauld
a unique opportunity to continue monitoring
and maintenance of areas previously conserved
alongside the remedial treatments carried out in
areas at risk within the palace complex.
Several areas of wall paintings in the Hadi Rani Mahal
were identified at risk and in need of attention.

NAG14_22W_Wy_9037_D1.JPG
The extremely fine paintings in the vaulted chamber on the second floor of Hadi Rani
Mahal are among the most significant in the fort. Here, a charming detail of women
picking mangoes.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Wall painting conservation at
Nagaur
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Ground-floor chamber (Area Z)

Loggia (Area A)

1. Introduction

NAG13_22_ext_8085_C_ed.jpg

Second-floor vaulted chamber (Area W)

NAG14_22Z_2000_C.JPG

First-floor painted chamber (Area R)

NAG14_22W_Wx_9021_merged.jpg

NAG15_22R_B1-Ny_1010_D1

Contextual images of the four areas where conservation work was focused in the Hadi Rani Mahal. Clockwise from top left: the loggia (Area A); the ground-floor chamber (Area Z); the
second-floor vaulted chamber (Area W) and the first floor painted chamber (Area R).
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Schemes within LLF conservation programme

N
Area Z

Area A

W

22

Area W

Area R

1. Introduction

E

S

Floor plan of Hadi Rani Mahal (building 22). The areas where conservation work was carried out are highlighted in black: Area A (loggia); Area W (second-floor vaulted chamber); Area Z
(now-roofless ground-floor chamber)
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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1. Introduction
NAG12_22_Ey_4024_C edit.jpg

NAG12_22_Ey_4024_UV
NAG12_22_Ey_4024_UV edit.jpg
edit.jpg

Inspection of the wall paintings in UV light allowed for a better understanding of both the original technology and the current condition of the paintings. Above a detail of
painting on the east wall of the second-floor chamber (Area W) in visible (left) and UV (right) light.
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The Leon Levy Foundation Conservation

Conservation in these areas comprised:

Programme continued

• recording of the physical history of the building
and its paintings through close in-situ examination
and assembly of documents and historic images
• assessment and recording of the present
condition, including: a visual glossary of condition
phenomena; in-situ microscopy, and electronic
graphic mapping;
• examination of the original technology of the
paintings, including: detailed inspection and
recording; comprehensive multispectral imaging
(including ultraviolet luminescence, visible and
infrared); infrared thermography imaging; in-situ
microscopy of the full stratigraphy (primary and
secondary support as well as paint layers); and
sampling and analysis;
• determination of deterioration type and rate;
elucidating activation mechanisms by investigations
and by monitoring of the building and paintings;

Extending over three floors with five schemes of
wall paintings, the abundant painted decoration
of the Hadi Rani Mahal is highly significant and in
several areas in urgent need of conservation.
Although exquisite paintings survive on all three
floors of this palace, a condition assessment
highlighted four areas requiring consideration: the
ground-floor loggia scheme depicting elephant
combats and flying female figures (Area A); the first
floor scheme where women are depicted engaging
in various leisure activities in courtly life (Area R);
the largely complete scheme of painting in the
vaulted chamber on the second-floor (Area W); the
vulnerable remains of painting (first identified and
documented in 2005) in the now-roofless external
ground-floor chamber (Area Z). Plans to locate
these areas are presented here and in Chapter 4.5

NAG14_PUB_7013.jpg

NAG13_PUB_023.jpg
Rajeev Choudhary, Fiona Henderson and Amarilli Rava during infrared thermographic
inspection of the paintings in Area W (second-floor chamber).

• diagnosis of the environmental causes of
deterioration through monitoring of exterior
macroclimate and interior microclimate;
• implementation of passive conservation measures
to prevent further deterioration;
• problem specific and reserach-led remedial
stabilisation treatments targeting delaminating
and powdering plaster and flaking and powdering
paint layers.
• cleaning trials guided by the results of
investigations into condition and technology;
scientific assessment of representative areas; and
analysis of non-original materials.
• analysis of stylistic aspects of the paintings by:
comparison with wall painting at Bundi and Kota,
and with the coeval portable paintings produced
at Nagaur (now displayed at the Mehrangarh Fort,
Jodhpur).

Chiara Pasian and Gvantsa Potskhishvili investigating altered paint layers in the secondfloor chamber (Area W).

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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1. Introduction
NAG13_22A__B2-x_8010_VIS_cal.tif
A detail of painting on the ceiling of vault B2 Loggia (Area A) in visible (left) and UV (right) light.
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The Leon Levy Foundation Conservation
Programme continued
Treatments carried out since 2012 were:
• stabilisation and cleaning of the painting and
plaster in Area W;
• stabilisation of the ceiling and wall panels in Area
A;
• stabilisation of the fragmentary painting in
Area Z, with recommendations for its long-term
preservation.

Throughout the project special emphasis was
assigned to sharing knowledge and training.
Team members included students, interns and
recent conservation graduates from the UK, India,
France, Italy, USA, Israel, China, Ireland, Korea,
Brazil and Georgia. A didactic approach was taken
to all aspects of site work, including condition
investigations, intervention design, documentation
and recording, this approach aims to develop
transferable conservation skills.

1. Introduction

• removal of PVAc coating in Area R

NAG16_PUB_4044.JPG

NAG15_Pub_1038_009_ed.jpg
The conservation team in 2015 carrying out remedial treatment on the wall paintings
in the loggia of the Hadi Rani Mahal.

Courtauld MA students Amanda Hanh and Pu Lan grouting fragile delaminated areas on
the ceiling panels of the loggia of the Hadi Rani Mahal.

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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1. Introduction
NAG12_22_Wx_4032_C edit.jpg

NAG12_22_Wx_4032_UV.jpg

Details of a peacock on the vault of the second-floor chamber (Area W) in visible (left) and UV (right) light. UV inspection reveals the considerable amount of organic material
surviving in the paintings (which fluoresces). This is often barely visible in normal light.
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1.3 Phase 5 Project team 2016

1. Introduction

The 2016 Professional team was led by supervisors
Amarilli Rava (Lecturer, Courtauld Institute)
and Samuel Whittaker (consultant). The team
included professional conservator Chiara Pasian
(consultant) and intern Kalpana Singh (participant
of the 2015 LLF-CC training programme). Courtauld
Conservation of Wall Paintings MA Students joined
the project in 2016: Amanda Hahn, Yang Chen,
Denise Invamoto, Eugenia Geddes da Filicaia, SarahJane Fox and Pu Lan.

NAG16_PUB_6076.jpg
The project team of 2016 from left to right: top row - Samuel Whittaker, Chiara Pasian, Kalpana Singh, Denise Invamoto,
Sarah-Jane Fox, Samantha Emmanuel. Bottom row - Yang Chen, Eugenia Geddes da Filicaia, Amarilli Rava, Pu Lan, Amanda
Hahn
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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1. Introduction
BUN15_Ext_10341_006.jpg
Garh Palace in Bundi, seen from the south. The first of three phases comprising investigations and a condition assessment took place on paintings in the Chattar Mahal and
Badal Mahal here in late 2015.
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1.4 Conservation at Bundi
The 2015 phase at Nagaur, combining the
Conservation Studies Programme and the Hadi
Rani Mahal conservation project, marked a further
significant step in the long-term goal of establishing
Nagaur as a centre for the study and conservation
of wall paintings in India.

Following a visit by Elizabeth Moynihan and David
Park in March 2014, at the time of the Pilot Training
Programme at Nagaur, a major grant was awarded
by AkzoNobel for the research project at Bundi.

the Kuldevi Ashapura Mataji Trust, the Courtauld
Institute of Art, the Leon Levy Foundation Centre
for Conservation Studies at Nagaur and the
Mehrangarh Museum Trust, the LLF-CC is providing
oversight of the investigations. It also provides
technical support, and, as appropriate, equipment
and materials for investigations and analyses.

Arranged as a three-year collaborative project
(2015-17) of the Maharaja Jitendra Singh of Alwar,

1. Introduction

A major related initiative in 2015 was the beginning
of a three-year research project on the wall
paintings of Bundi. Although similar in many
respects to those at Nagaur, the Bundi paintings are

much more extensive. They include the finest wall
paintings in Rajasthan, covering a three hundredyear period. Nevertheless, they are deteriorating,
and their study is therefore ideal for furthering the
conservation aims at Nagaur.

BUN15_BM_Ex_20076_D3
The exceptional quality of the painting in the Badal Mahal in particular can be seen here in the flesh modelling of
the Monkey King.

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

BUN15b_BM_7049_Pub_08
AkzoNobel scholar Denise Invamoto examines the painted
hunting scenes in the Badal Mahal
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NAG13_22W_ Ex_8052_UV_cal

NAG16_Pub_3011.jpg

NAG16_PUB_6155.JPG

The custom built scaffold in the loggia granted excellent access to the ceiling and
wall paintings in this area.

UV imaging in the second-floor painted chamber reveal the presence of surviving natural
organic colorants, this had implications for conservation choices due to their sensitivity to
light and their environment. Below, Eugenia Geddes da Filicaia and Samantha Emmanuel
reducing gypsum smears in the loggia (bay A1).
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2. Programme Outcomes
The conservation of the wall paintings at Nagaur
fort so far has been focused on the schemes in two
of the palaces in the complex, the Sheesh Mahal and
the Hadi Rani Mahal. Phase 5, carried out in 2016,
concentrated on the conservation of wall paintings
in the loggia of the Hadi Rani Mahal (Area A), with
continuing inspection and monitoring of the ground
and first floor painted chambers (Area Z and R
respectively), the second floor vaulted chamber
(Area W - completed in 2014), and the Sheesh Mahal
(completed in 2012.

2.1.1 Sheesh Mahal
Continuing from previous years, environmental,
structural and photographic monitoring has been
carried out in this palace in phase 5. In an effort
to reduce the widespread presence of salts in the
vault, attempts to stabilise the environment to
reduce crystallisation and dissolution cycles have
been made. In 2015 these included sealing openings
during monsoon season (June-September) with
glass panels, which can be removed during the dry
season (October-May) to let tourists visit the palace,
as well as the implementation passive measures.
Heating was introduced during the monsoon
months, when relative humidity reaches heights of
80-90%. By controlling temperature the extreme
fluctuations in relative humidity can be reduced,
maintaining values below 65%. Environmental data
plotted in phase 5 shows a reduction in relative
humidity fluctuations. Moreover, photographic
monitoring undertaken in 2016 proved these

measures were successful in mitigating the salt
efflorescence (see Chapter 9 and Appendices E1 and
E5).

2.1.2 Hadi Rani Mahal
2.1.2.1 Area A (Loggia)
Assessment of the condition of the paintings (201214) identified ongoing loss to the ceiling panels
in the western portion of the loggia. Therefore
this area was prioritised for remedial treatment
from 2015. A custom built platform scaffolding
was constructed during phase 4 (2015), granting
excellent access to this area of painting. During
phase 4 and 5 (2015 - 16), emphasis was placed
on remedial interventions to stabilise severely
delaminated and decohesive.
Prior to treatment, trials were carried to develop
appropriate methodologies for the specificity of
the problems in the loggia. Remedial interventions
included plaster consolidation, grouting and
microgrouting. In addition, plaster repairs were
made to secure exposed edges and losses in the
plaster. Incompatible and unsightly fills from historic
conservation treatments were replaced. Salt
efflorescence was removed and flaking paint was
readhered. Lastly, to improve the legibility and unity
of the whole space removal of a non-original green
limewash that revealed the original araish plaster
was carried out on the eastern side of the loggia
(see Chapters 10 and Appendix F).
At the end of phase 5 the stabilisation of the
paintings on the western portion of the loggia was
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

completed and the limewash removed on three of
the six bays of the eastern section.
All phases of the project include condition
assessment and recording of the paintings through
careful observation, imaging and electronic
graphic documentation (GraDoc) (see Chapter 6
and 8 and Appendices C and D). Investigations into
deterioration types and rates were also carried
out. These included: photographic monitoring (for
salts, flaking and losses), ion characterization and
distribution, and investigations into environmental
causes of deterioration (see Chapters 8 and 9).
Reference to Jain’s architectural conservation
reports and historic photographs provided insights
into the physical history of the structure and
its paintings (see Appendix A), particularly the
dilapidated condition of the ceiling panels prior
to architectural restoration. In 2013 a failure in
the floor above the loggia potentially providing a
path for liquid moisture infiltration was repaired;
fortunately, core sampling in apparently damp areas
showed no abnormal water content in depth (see
Appendix E2).
UV luminescence imaging revealed a figure of
Ganesh above the doorway in the loggia that
could not be distinguished by the naked eye.
Similarly, the extent of surviving organic materials
in the backgrounds and in many stylistic details of
scenes, most of which have faded to beige, was
demonstrated. The presence of organic materials
limits the use of reagents, so that the cleaning
approach was restricted to the removal of loose
dirt, insect nests and other accretions.
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2.1 Site work and findings
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NAG16_22A_B3-Sy_6005_C.JPG

NAG16_PUB_6169.JPG
Denise Invamoto reducing the PVAc coating on the south wall of the first floor painted
chamber (Area R).
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NAG16_22A_B3-Sy_2052_C_ed.JPG
Detail from the south wall of bay B3 of the loggia, showing before (above) and after remedial
intervention (below). Stabilization was undertaken by placing plaster repairs compatible with
the original materials.
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2.1.2.2 Area R (First floor painted chamber)
During the 2016 phase, orthographic basemaps of
the paintings were created as a record of condition
and for GraDoc. Condition assessment found the
paintings to be in a stable well preserved condition.
The presence of a poly-vinyl acetate (PVAc) coating

across all the wall paintings was identified as an
important conservation issue. In warm weather
ȋ͔͗ͼȌ  and picks up dust
and debris. Moreover, it is also subject to photodegradation and discolours, altering the appearance
of the paintings. The coating can also exacerbate
salt-related problems, and with time will change
its solubility parameters, making it difficult or
impossible to remove. Its removal is therefore
important for conservation as well as for aesthetic
reasons. Trial removal of the PVAc was undertaken
to assess the safety and most efficient method
of removal. Subsequently, the intervention was
implemented on the north wall, as well as on some
portions of the east and south walls.

2.1.2.3 Area W (Second floor vaulted chamber)
Work in phase 5 in this area was restricted to the
continuation of environmental and photographic

NAG15_Pub_1020_D4.JPG
Fiona Henderson graphically recording condition phenomena in the loggia (Area A).

monitoring to determine the extent of on-going salt
activity.
From 2012-2014 this space was the focus of the
project, consisting of investigations into the
condition and deterioration phenomena affecting
the paintings and remedial treatment. Core
sampling and environmental monitoring were
undertaken to ascertain the risk to the paintings
caused by salt activity. Salt efflorescence had been
observed in two locations where paint and plaster
layers had undergone considerable disruption,
possibly related to historic water infiltration.
Core sampling showed a range of ions was
present throughout the stratigraphy, with a high
concentration of chlorides at the surface where
efflorescence was observed.
After mechanical removal of salts from the surface,
areas were re-examined annually. Fluctuations in
relative humidity caused by the annual monsoon

NAG14_22Z_ Ny_PUB_7041.JPG
Emergency stabilization of surviving painting and plaster being carried out on the north
and south wall of the ground-floor chamber (Area Z).

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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Visits to comparable Rajasthani sites and paintings
(Bundi, Kota and Mehrangarh) provided an
opportunity to place the Nagaur wall paintings
within a wider context, particularly in relation to the
elephant scenes of the loggia (see Chapter 4 and
Appendix A). However, in-depth art historical study
of the paintings at Nagaur is still needed. Given the
close parallels between the wall paintings of the
Hadi Rani Mahal and the portable paintings of Bakht
Singh’s Nagaur atelier, a technical comparison would
also aid in interpretation of the original appearance
of the wall paintings.

ĆđđĆĎēęĎēČĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēĆęĆČĆĚė Ĕėę
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NAG14_PUB_2046.JPG
Supervisor Elizabeth Woolley explaining the current condition of the paintings in the
loggia during a visit by members of the Getty Conservation Institute Council in 2014.
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NAG14_PUB_7047.JPG
Members of the public reading about the wall painting conservation work through a series
of new posters created in Phase 3, positioned outside the entrance to the loggia.
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provoked cycles of phase changes from liquid to
solid and back (deliquescence and crystallisation),
rendering salt activity an on-going problem. Salt
efflorescence was observed on areas of the vault
in 2015, passive measured to address this issue are
being investigated.

Four openings (two original and two recent) in the
vaulted chamber allowed significant air exchange
with the exterior resulting in considerable dust
deposition, both a conservation and aesthetic
problem. Moreover, new insect nests were
observed between 2013 and 2014. It was therefore
decided to glaze the north and south (non-original)
openings, and keep the solid wooden east door
shut. Access to the chamber was thus restricted

to the internal west door, minimising wind-blown
dust entering the chamber. Another benefit to
this partial sealing of the chamber is greater
stabilisation of the interior microclimate; shown to
have occurred by data plotted in phase 5 (see the
below graph). Addition of a screen in the west door
will exclude the nest-building insects.
The plaster and paintings of the vaulted chamber
were stabilised by grouting, plaster repairs and
paint layer consolidation. A darkened synthetic
coating was reduced from all paintings (see

2. Programme outcomes

Regrettably, a plaster loss on the exterior of the
southwest corner of the roof of the chamber was
discovered towards the end of the 2014 phase,
thought by the site manager to have occurred in
2013. In order to prevent water infiltration, a plastic

tarpaulin was secured over the roof with regular
maintenance checks implemented.

NAG15_22R_B1-Ny_1010_D2.jpg
Graph comparing data from the Sheesh Mahal with external data from the weather station between 2012-16. A
significant reduction of the ambient temperature (red) and relative humidity (blue) inside the chamber can be
noticed after the installation of heating devices and sealing the entrance door during monsoon in 2015.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

Detail of a scene on the north wall of the first floor painted
chamber (Area R).
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NAG14_22W_Ey_9043_D.JPG
Detail from a scene on the east wall of the second floor vaulted chamber (Area W).
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Investigations into the original technology of
the paintings in Area W were also undertaken.
Multispectral imaging revealed extensive use of
organic colorants, many now faded or barely visible.
However, in contrast to those detected in the loggia
(Area A), some organic colorants here retain their
original hue. In particular, infrared false-colour
(IR-FC) indicated an indigo-like material used in the
palm-leaf border, though specific identification
would require further analysis. Other interesting
aspects of technology in this area include two types
of gold attachment: gold powder and gold leaf.
Limited sampling was undertaken to understand the
stratigraphy and original materials (see Appendix E3).

2.1.2.4 Area Z (Ground floor painted chamber)
Plaster retaining traces of painting was identified in
normal light and by UV-induced visible luminescence
during previous phases. These areas were
documented photographically and graphically. They
were also stabilised by grouting, microgrouting
and plaster repairs. Environmental monitoring was
conducted in the external environment in order to
understand the climatic conditions to which the
paintings are exposed (Chapter 9). Continuing from
previous phases, this area was inspected during
phase 5; no change in the condition of the painting
was observed, however the need to protect the
paintings from the environment is still apparent.

2.2 Training
During all phases of the programme, particular
emphasis was placed on conservation training.
Phase 5 (2016) saw the participation of seven final-

NAG16_PUB_2512.JPG
Yeon Joo Hahn and Denise Invamoto assessing trials for plaster consolidation
interventions.

year MA students from the Conservation of Wall
Painting Department (Pu Lan, Yang Chen, Yeon
Joo Hahn, Denise Invamoto, Samantha Emmanuel,
Sarah-Jane Fox and Eugenia Geddes da Filicaia),
as well as an intern Kalpana Singh, a previous
participant of the LLF-CC course and conservator
from Delhi. Together with supervisors Amarilli Rava
and Samuel Whittaker, this team highlights the
programme’s international reach, with participants
coming from China, South Korea, Brazil, USA,
England, Ireland, Italy and India.
A didactic approach was implemented by project
supervisors in all aspects of site-work to develop
students’ knowledge and skills in conservation
practice while fulfilling their roles as working team
members. Thus, in addition to on-site application
of diagnostic investigations and treatments,
students and interns were assigned managerial
responsibilities in various fields, such as imaging,
information, equipment, and materials.

NAG16_Pub_3003.jpg
2016 project team members observing the current condition and previous conservation
treatments and trials involved in Nagaur Fort.

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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Appendix F), for both conservation and aesthetic
reasons. The bare plaster was cleaned with reagents
where it was discoloured with a greyish veil. These
treatment methods built on interventions designed
for the paintings of the Sheesh Mahal, and adapted
for the specific requirements of the Hadi Rani Mahal.

ĆđđĆĎēęĎēČĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēĆęĆČĆĚė Ĕėę
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NAG15-32-I-NV_22001_Dr.JPG

NAG16-32-I-NV_1523_C.JPG

NAG16-32-I-NV-1523_Dr.JPG

Context (left) and detail in raking light (right). The top right image shows an area in 2015, while the bottom right image shows the same area in 2016. The salt monitoring area is shown in
the red box. No new salt efflorescence have been observed in 2016 after their removal.
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This required good communication and exchange
among all team members and a commitment to
ensure that work ran smoothly and to schedule.
Students and interns were responsible for
generating data for incorporation into the Project
Data in addition to stand-alone reports on particular
areas of research. Furthermore, students were
encouraged not to simply adopt existing methods
in relation to managerial responsibilities, but to
seek ways to improve them. As such, students and
interns were able to contribute to the continued
development and improvement of the existing
structures. Additionally, educational trips and
on-site presentations were organised to broaden
students’ learning experiences. Students were also
asked to conduct background research and study
subjects with relevance to the Nagaur Project.
The involvement of students and interns in
this framework is extremely important to the
advancement of conservation training and practice
within India and internationally. For those involved,
the programme provided an opportunity to
acquire experience using a set of advanced tools
and methodologies and to take part in a complex
professional exchange. It is hoped that this will
provide individuals with managerial skills needed to
shape how conservation approaches and ethics are
discussed and developed elsewhere.

2.3 Presentation to wider audience
As part of the broader aim of knowledge
dissemination, the team gives regular tours of
the Fort to discuss the conservation work with
interested visitors. A series of posters describing
different aspects of the wall painting conservation
of the Hadi Rani Mahal were also designed and
installed during Phase 3. These supplemented

existing posters developed for the Sheesh Mahal.
The posters proved extremely popular with the
visiting public and Fort staff alike, giving an insight
into the investigative processes and data produced
by the team on site. It is hoped that this information
may be translated in Hindi in the future to allow
greater access to local Indian visitors.

2.4 Long-term care
At the completion of any conservation project,
it is desirable to establish the means to assess
results over the longer term and to consider the
future management of the site with regard to
the long-term preservation of the paintings. Such
care is heavily reliant on the commitment and
understanding of local staff and can be difficult
to implement without the continued input of
conservators, who may not have regular access to
the site. Fortunately, the wall paintings at Nagaur
are extremely well placed to receive the attention
of conservation professionals and conservation
students in forthcoming years thanks to the
opening of the Leon Levy Foundation Conservation
Centre. The Fort also benefits from an excellent
management structure and traditional skills such
as the master-mason Feju Khan who are able to
implement long-term measures. Specific points of
interest for ongoing monitoring and long-term care
within the Sheesh Mahal and Hadi Rani Mahal are
outlined below.

2.4.1 Sheesh Mahal
Long-term recommendations include:
• maintain RH (%) at around 65% throughout the
year by closing access and heating the space
during the monsoon season (July - September)
and closing access during periods of high external
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

RH throughout the year (see section 9.1.2
Environmental monitoring for further details). To
ensure the RH can be efficiently maintained at
around 65% regular inspections and maintenance
of the glass-panels and wooden doors that seal
the environment should be carried out;
• as a measure to monitor the effect of visitors on
the internal environment a visitor log should be
kept recording dates and times that the space was
opened;
• regular inspections of the roof and its tarpaulin
cover for evidence of water infiltration, and
subsequent implementation of repairs if needed;
• continued environmental, structural and
photographic monitoring to assess any ongoing deterioration and the impact of passive
interventions (for more information see Chapter 9
and Appendices E1 and E5).
For more in-depth information on the Sheesh Mahal
conservation project of 2007-2011, please refer to
Martin de Fonjaudran et al. 2012.

2.4.2 Hadi Rani Mahal
2.4.2.1 Area A (Loggia)
The building’s ‘open-air’ character means the wall
paintings susceptible to further deterioration
without appropriate care. Significant deteriogens
include dust, salt and light, as well as the effects of
macro-biological activity (birds, bats and insects).
Possible preventive or passive interventions to
mitigate these are:
• paving or planting of grass in the large earthen
courtyard in front of the loggia to reduce levels of
dust entering the loggia. Upon recommendations
paving the courtyard was begun in January 2016
but as yet is incomplete;
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NAG14_22W_Ny_9017_C.JPG
<No intersecting link>
One of two non-original openings (looking north) in the vaulted chamber of the Hadi Rani Mahal (Area W). The installation of glazing will significantly reduce dust deposition on the
paintings.
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2.4.2.2 Area R (First floor painted chamber)
Inspection of the wall paintings on the first
floor during phase 5 confirmed their continued
extremely good condition, excluding the need for
extensive remedial treatments. Furthermore, the
need for environmental monitoring has been ruled
out, due to the glass panels on the windows and
wooden doors which provide a stable microclimate.
Inspections will continue in future phases.

2.4.2.3 Area W (Second floor vaulted chamber)
Long-term recommendations include:
• Maintain RH (%) at around 65% throughout the
year by closing access during the monsoon
season (July - September) and periods of high
external RH throughout the year (see section 9.1.2
Environmental monitoring for further details). To
ensure the RH can be efficiently maintained at
around 65% regular inspections and maintenance
of the glass-panels and wooden doors that seal
the environment should be carried out.
• As a measure to monitor the effect of visitors on

the internal environment a visitor log should be
kept recording dates and times that the space was
opened.
• Regular inspections of the roof and its tarpaulin
cover for evidence of water infiltration, and
subsequent implementation of repairs if needed.
• continued environmental and photographic
monitoring to assess any on-going deterioration
and the impact of passive interventions (for more
information see Chapter 9 and Appendices E1 and
E5).

2.4.2.4 Area Z (ground floor painted chamber)
Re-inspection of Area Z in phase 5 determined
that the repairs placed in the previous phases
are functioning well and protecting the surviving
original plaster, despite having been somewhat
weathered by the open environment. No further
deterioration to the paintings or plaster loss has
been identified. Nevertheless, the paintings remain
highly exposed to the macroclimate and such
interventions can only temporarily slow down
their inevitable deterioration. Possible solutions
could be concealing, covering or sheltering the
paintings, although all of these options have serious
drawbacks. Concealing or covering might damage
the extremely fragile remnants of paintings, which
would still be open to the environment. Inserting
a shelter in the space might create an undesirable
microclimate or great fluctuations in the
environment should the shelter fail. Moreover, the
aesthetics of the complex would be compromised.
Another option might be the construction of a
coping system, a fixing on the top layer of a course
of a masonry wall which is slanted to shed water.

NAG16_22Z_Sy_2006_C.JPG
Overall view of the south wall of area Z where a preventive
approach is necessary to secure the long-term survival of
the paintings.

Example of a coping mechanism (Huter 2013), which serves
to shed water away from a wall.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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• covering of openings into the loggia with chick
blinds. While this would be a rather cheap
measure to prevent birds, bats and the majority of
light and dust from coming into contact with the
walls, chick blinds might easily degrade, especially
during monsoon season. Moreover, chick blinds
have been employed elsewhere in the fort, and it
is unclear how successful they are at keeping dust
out;
• in relation to salt activation due to water
infiltration, maintenance checks of all roofs should
be regularly carried out by the Fort mason with
particular attention paid to embedded ‘sacrificial
stones’ positioned below downpipes.

ĆđđĆĎēęĎēČĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēĆęĆČĆĚė Ĕėę
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NAG14_22Z_Sy_9008_C.JPG

NAG14_22Z_Ny_2068_C.JPG

NAG16_22Z_Sy_2006_C.JPG

NAG16_22Z_Ny_2004_C.JPG

On the left, a view of the south wall of Area Z in 2014 (above), and in 2016 (below). On the right, a view of the north wall of Area Z in 2014 (above) and in 2016 (below). The repairs are
freshly applied in the top images, and after two years, despite inevitable weathering, it is still sound and protecting the original plaster.
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NAG12-22R_016.JPG
General view of Area R, the first-floor painted chamber.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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2013

2014

3. Our approach
NAG13_22Z_Ey_9051_D4.JPG

NAG14_22Z_Ey_2024_C.JPG

Photographic monitoring helped to prioritise areas that required stabilisation; repeated photography of a specific frame allows year-by-year comparison and monitoring of changes.
Above is a detail in Area Z (ground-floor chamber) as it appeared in 2013 (left) and in 2014 before treatment (right). The bird and chipmunk are likely contributors to the rapid on-going
deterioration of the surviving painted plaster.
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3. Our Approach
Examination of archival information (word and
image) and comparing with the current condition
of the painting can identify long-term trends
in condition and helps to put the painting in its
historical context. (Chapter 5: Physical history)

Is there a problem?

Close inspection of the paintings and their context
with different magnification and illumination,
and recording findings to identify coincident
phenomena or distribution patterns. (Chapter 6:
Documentation, Chapter 7: Condition, Appendices C
& D)

Is it ongoing?
What is the rate of deterioration?
What is its cause?
How can we address it?
Answering these questions is a synergistic process,
which roughly proceeds in the following manner:

Investigations into original and added materials, as
appropriate (Chapter 7: Original technology)
Monitoring (of various kinds - photographic,
environmental, etc.) of deterioration and damage
phenomena establish if the problem is ongoing,
and also its rate. (Chapter 8: Condition, Chapter 9:
Monitoring, Appendix E: Investigations)
Investigations into the causes of deterioration allow
the conservator to interrogate and refine posited
theories of the cause of deterioration according to
the results of carefully sequenced investigations:
environmental and structural monitoring; salt and
liquid moisture surveying; sampling and analysis
of original and added materials. (Appendix E:
Investigations)

NAG13_PUB_030.JPG
Fiona Henderson, Rajeev Choudhary and Amarilli Rava
discussing possible location for micro-core sampling in Area
W (second-floor chamber).

This iterative process means the most informed
and effective interventions can be designed.
Interventions might be preventive (addressing
the causes of deterioration), passive (addressing
the activation mechanisms) or remedial (directly
intervening on the material) (Chapter 10:

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔē• ĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

Interventions).
The aim of any conservation programme is to
stabilise the paintings. Improving their appearance
is a secondary, but important consideration, which
can contribute to greater appreciation of the
paintings and their significance, and therefore longterm care. There can, of course, be overlap between
the two categories; removing a discoloured, nonoriginal coating can stabilise a painting and also
improve its appearance.
Moreover, data and information gathered during
the examination and recording process can help
with interpretation of the paintings and more
properly understanding their significance.



















    

    









3. Our approach

The Courtauld’s approach to conserving wall
painting is methodological. Conservation aims to
stabilise the wall painting in its present condition.
Therefore the present condition must be
understood:










 



   

    

Plotting data from micro-core samples shows the
distribution of potentially harmful salt-forming ions in the
painting stratigraphy.
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4. Context
9885.jpg

site sat and plan.jpg

View of the central courtyard with the Bakhat Singh Mahal in the centre and the Hadi Rani
Mahal to the right. Image copyright: Neil Greentree.

Satellite image of the Fort site surrounded by the city of Nagaur. The Hadi Rani Mahal (22),
Bakhat Singh Mahal (39), Abha Mahal (26) are positioned along a N-S E-W axis, while the
Sheesh Mahal (32) is slightly off-centre. Image copyright: Google Earth 2012.
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4.1 The site
Situated in Nagaur, the Ahhichatragarh Fort and
palace complex has a history stretching back to the
fourth century CE. The Nagavanshis first built on the
site, giving their name to both the town and later
the Fort (Jain et al. 2009: 6). Located in the centre of
Rajasthan, Nagaur once lay on an important trade
route linking the region to Multan, Sind and the
seaport of Gujarat via the Great Indian Desert (Jain
et al. 2009: 6). Subsequent power struggles among
Chauhan, Muslim, Mughal and Rajput forces have
left an evocative architectural legacy.
Nagaur was the first stronghold of Muslim power
in northern India after invasions from Central Asia.

Mohammad Bahalin, a renegade Punjab governor,
established the first stone fort in the early twelfth
century (Tillotson 2010: 10). Today, the Fort is largely
an eighteenth-century Rathore Rajput construction,
but with clear Mughal influences (Tillotson 2010: 18).
The luxurious garden palaces within the Fort were
built under the patronage of Bakhat Singh, ruler of
Nagaur 1725 - 1750 until his ascent to the Jodhpur
throne and subsequent poisoning a year later.
Other Rajasthani forts, such as those at Jodhpur and
Amber, are usually compact hilltop fortifications. By
contrast, Nagaur Fort features open spaces within
the extensive fortification walls.
The four main palaces - Hadi Rani Mahal, Bakhat

Singh Mahal, Abha Mahal, and Sheesh Mahal and their wall paintings, as well as the linking
courtyards, gardens, waterworks and ancillary
buildings, reflect the site’s use for leisure.
Developing the usual function of Rajasthani garden
palaces as extensions of a main palace (Moynihan
1979), the spacious complex has a strong sense
of unity that belies its amalgamation of phases of
architecture and political upheaval. Two main axes
compose the palace space: to the north, an eastwest axis includes the Hadi Rani Mahal, Bakhat
Singh Mahal and Abha Mahal; to the south, a wider
space opens along a north-south alignment of the
Baradari, water tank and charbagh (quadrilateral
garden).

NAG 13_ext_8401.jpg
View of the palace complex from the walls of the Fort looking to the east.
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Seth p 178 pl 238 Bikaner Fort Chandra Mahal.jpg

NAG13_22A_E3-Sy_3033_C.JPG

NAG14_22A_A1-x_5009_C.JPG

4. Context

BUNDI13_Palace_Chitrasal (21).JPG

Top: an elephant fight scene from the Chitrashala, Bundi Garh Palace, dating from the late eighteenth century.
Bottom: an elephant fight scene from the loggia (lunette E3-S). Although 50 years earlier, the iconography is very similar.
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Top: winged female figure from Chandra Mahal, Bikaner
(1751-1768) (Seth, 2003: 175). Bottom: a similar winged
figure from Area A (B1), also holding a cup and carafe.
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4.2 Art historical context

4. Context

Iconographic parallels for both the Sheesh Mahal
and Hadi Rani Mahal paintings can be found in other
Rajasthani palaces, including Bundi and Bikaner,
demonstrating the artistic tradition within which the
Nagaur wall paintings belong. However, in contrast
to most palaces which display a range of themes
including military parades, hunting scenes, warfare,
horse riding, and royal visits to holy places, the wall
paintings of Nagaur that date to Bakhat Singh’s rule
present only one: the pleasures of courtly life, set
within the palace and gardens.

BUNDI13_Palace_Chitrasal (5).JPG
A dancing female figure from Chitrashala, Bundi, in a
similar dancing pose, with similar dress, but stylistically
distinct.

NAG12-32-EW_6082_C.jpg
NAG12-32-EW_6082_C.jpg

NAG16_22R_A2-Ey_4533_C.JPG

Details of dancing female figures from the Sheesh Mahal (left) and the second floor of the Hadi Rani Mahal (right).
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4. Context
NAG13_22A_A3-Wy_4026_C.JPG
Detail from the west wall lunette in the loggia, where elephants run in tandem with linked
trunk and tail. The composition bears a notable resemblance to the Nagaur portable
painting (shown right).
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G&Cosmos Cat17 Havoc.jpg
Detail from Cat. 17 ‘Maharajah Bakhat Singh Watches Elephants Wreaking Havoc’. Image
copyright: Neil Greentree.
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Art historical context continued

Notably, the portable painting ‘Maharaja Bakhat
Singh watches elephants wreaking havoc’ (Diamond
et al 2008: Cat 17) bears striking similarities to the
lunette scenes of the loggia, and specifically to
the west wall lunette. While the wall painting has
far fewer figures (and excludes Bakhat Singh), the
basic compositions are the same, with elephants
running in tandem, pursued by attendants holding

spears and fireworks. The cut tusks of the front
elephant, and the way in which the trunk of the
second elephant is integrated with the tail of the
first are remarkably similar. So too are specific
elements of the attendants’ attire: the red- and
blue-striped trousers; white coats; red pointed
shoes; turbans; and knotted sashes (Goldman 2013:
10). Interestingly, this portable painting can be
architecturally located at Nagaur in the Jharokha
pavilion (where Bakhat Singh can be seen seated)
positioned above the open parade ground to the
east of the Hadi Rani Mahal.

4. Context

Important compositional and stylistic parallels
for the wall paintings at Nagaur have been drawn
with a series of contemporary portable paintings,
recently rediscovered in the collection of the
Mehrangarh Museum Trust in Jodhpur. These are
understood to have been produced at Nagaur
and, with the wall paintings, stand as evidence of
a productive and distinctive atelier during Bakhat
Singh’s reign. The style is characterised by ‘a format
that is bigger than typical Rajasthani painting [...]
fluid lines that show technical mastery of space and
depth [...] a striking pastel pink, and incorporate

accurate representation of intricate textile patterns
and architectural motifs’ (Diamond et al 2008: 11).
The portable paintings were highlighted in the
Garden and Cosmos exhibition and are reproduced
in a splendid exhibition catalogue.

NAG13_ext_3507_C.JPG
The Jharokha pavilion is situated to the east of the Hadi
Rani Mahal, and can be architecturally located in the
portable painting (left), from where Bakhat Singh watches
the elephants in the parade ground below.

NAG13_22A_E3-Ey_3049_C.JPG

G&Cosmos Cat17 Havoc.jpg

Detail from east wall lunette of the loggia (left). Attendants brandishing fireworks are dressed in red shoes and white
coats and one has striped trousers, bearing a striking similarity to attendants in the portable painting (right). From Cat. 17
‘Maharajah Bakhat Singh Watches Elephants Wreaking Havoc’. Image copyright: Neil Greentree.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔē• ĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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4. Context

G&Cosmos Cat27 Thunder.jpg

NAG09-32-I-NV_074-UV.jpg
Upper left: The magnificent beauty of the rainy season is illustrated in this detail from Cat. 27 ‘Death of Vali; Rama and Lakshmana Wait Out the Monsoon.’(Image copyright: Neil
Greentree). The swirling, thundering clouds and flashes of lightning are reminiscent of the paintings in the vault of the Sheesh Mahal, where heavenly female figures float amid the now
faded swirling clouds (right), which can be seen more clearly with UV luminescence imaging (bottom left).
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Art historical context continued

dress, as the female figures in the vault wear
traditional Mughal costumes, while the females on
the walls are depicted in magnificent Rajasthani
attire.

4. Context

The paintings in the vault of the Sheesh Mahal have
strong parallels to the portable paintings, especially
themes related to the monsoon season. While
difficult to see due to fading of organic colorants,
the swirling clouds, falling rain, and lightning that
surround the female figures bear resemblance
particularly to the portable painting ‘Death of

Vali; Rama and Lakshmana wait out the monsoon’
(Diamond et al 2008: Cat 27). Although simpler in
composition, the female figures on the walls are
surrounded by fruit baskets, glasses and bottles,
echoing the pleasures of a luxurious lifestyle,
all of which are present in the portable painting
‘Amusements on a Moonlit Water Terrace’ (Diamond
et al 2008: Cat 10). Both Mughal and Rajasthani
influences are reflected in depictions of elegant

G&Cosmos Cat10 Moonlit.jpg

NAG12-32-NW_6077_C.jpg

(Left) In ‘Amusements on a Moonlit Water Terrace’, Bakhat Singh enjoys the pleasures of women, wine, food and music in the garden on a moonlit evening (Image copyright: Neil
Greentree). The whole space of the Sheesh Mahal evokes the same splendour enjoyed by the maharajah within the space, as women depicted on the vault and walls partake in the same
activities, surrounded by fancy long necked bottles and baskets of food (right).
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔē• ĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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NAG09-39_DP_021.JPG

4. Context
G&Cosmos Cat14 Dance.jpg
Above: a painted green capital
in Bakhat Singh Mahal which
corresponds to depictions in
the portable paintings (Cat 14.
& Cat 15.)
G&Cosmos Cat15 BakhatSingh.jpg
Cat 15. Maharaja Bakhat Singh at the Jharokha Window of the
Bakhat Singh Mahal. Image copyright: Neil Greentree.
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NAG09-39_03.JPG
The Bakhat Singh Mahal which can clearly be identified as the same building
featured in the portable painting (seen left).
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Below: Detail from Cat 14.
‘Maharaja Bakhat Singh
Watches a Dance Performance
at the Bakhat Singh Mahal.’
Image copyright: Neil
Greentree.
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Art historical context continued

east window of the chamber, directly below the
wall painting under discussion (Goldman 2013:19-20).
However, assignations remain speculative given the
changes in the palace layout that have occurred over
the past three centuries.

4. Context

Recognisable architectural structures from Nagaur
appear in a number of the portable paintings, most
obviously, the Bakhat Singh Mahal (Diamond et al
2008: Cat 14 and Cat 15). It seems likely that in turn,
elements of the garden architecture presented
in the Hadi Rani Mahal wall paintings reference

actual structures at Nagaur. For example, note the
similarity between the garden layout and fountains
in a lunette on the south wall of the first-floor
painted chamber, and the restored gardens and
fountains lying on the north-south axis between
the Baradari and the large water tank. Intriguingly,
this physical space can be viewed from the south

NAG16_22R_A1-Ny_4530_C.JPG
A lunette on the south wall of the first-floor chamber of the Hadi Rani Mahal.
The layout of the central pool bears a striking resemblance to the existing
garden architecture which can be viewed out of the window below this lunette.

NAG09-00_DP_178.JPG
View through the window from the Hadi Rani Mahal of the restored gardens on the north-south axis
looking south to the Baradari
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4. Context

NAG14_22W_Ny_9028_D-ed.jpg

G&Cosmos Cat18 BoatRide.jpg

NAG14_22W_Ey_9026_D3-ed.jpg

G&Cosmos Cat24 Trees detail.jpg

Details from scenes on the walls of the vaulted chamber (Area W) showing the depiction
of trees and water. A traditional basket-weave motif is used for water to create the
impression of movement. These elements of the wall paintings have clear parallels in the
Nagaur portable paintings (shown right).
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Depictions of trees in the portable paintings. Above: detail from Cat 18. ‘Maharaja Bakhat
Singh Revels in a Pleasure Boat Ride’ and below: detail from Cat 24. ‘Krishna Frolics with
the Gopi Girls’. Images copyright: Neil Greentree.
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Art historical context continued

alteration of colorants in the wall paintings prevents
more detailed comparison. A technical investigation
would shed light on the methods and materials
used in the production of both painting mediums
and would help inform the modern viewer as to the
original appearance of the wall paintings.

4. Context

In the wall paintings of the second-floor (Area W)
and ground-floor (Area Z) chambers, there are
more stylistic parallels that can be made with many
of the Nagaur portable paintings, particularly in
relation to garden architecture. For example, the

presentation of square and octagonal fountains
and charbaghs (quadrilateral gardens) as well as the
representation of water using a so-called ‘basketweave’ design (pers comms. Goswami 2014) are
common to both. Moreover, the similarity in the
depiction of vegetation and particularly trees is
unmistakable, though the extensive fading and

G&Cosmos Cat12 Krishna.jpg
Cat 12. ‘Maharaja Bakhat Singh Worshiping Krishna’. Image
copyright: Neil Greentree.

NAG14_22W_Sy_9029_C-ed.jpg
Detail from a scene on the south wall of the vaulted
chamber (Area W). The depiction of charbaghs and varioussized square fountains is particularly similar to those seen
in the portable painting Cat 12 (left).
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔē• ĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

NAG14_22W_Ey_9042_C.JPG
Detail from a scene on the east wall of the vaulted chamber
(Area W). The representation of birds wandering among
the charbaghs and fountains is readily comparable to the
portable painting Cat 12 (left).
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4. Context
NAG14_22W_Wy_9039_D-ed.jpg
A scene from the top of the west wall (Area W) depicting a woman carrying a musical
instrument and another holding out a cup.
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NAG14_22W_Wy_9034_C-ed.jpg
A scene from the top of the west wall (Area W) depicting women dancing with a deer.
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Art historical context continued

4. Context

An interesting art historical lead was provided
by Professor Goswami during a visit in 2014, in
his tentative identification of the scenes running
around the upper portions of the walls in Area W
as Ragamala. Raga is ‘the central concept in Indian

music’ and Ragamala present visual interpretations
of specific moods created by a raga (Ragamala:
a poetic imagery 2009: 1-2). Further research is
needed, but the musical subject matter seems
fitting in a palace designed for the enjoyment of
leisurely pursuits.

NAG14_22W_Ny_9017_C-ed.jpg
NAG14_22W_Ny_9017_C-ed.jpg
Individual scenes running along the top of the north wall in the second-floor vaulted chamber (Area W). These depict women, sometimes standing alone with birds, or shown in groups
of twos and threes engaged in leisure activities.
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4. Context
NAG08-32-_266wb.jpg
View of the Sheesh Mahal from the northwest.
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4.3 Sheesh Mahal

palace complexes confirms that it was probably an
earlier structure modified during Bakhat Singh’s
reign.
The building takes its name from schemes of inlaid
mirror work along the dados in the central hall.

4. Context

At the southern end of the palace complex is the
Sheesh Mahal, or ‘mirror palace’. It is a single-storey
domed hall surrounded on three sides by arcaded
verandahs and a courtyard at the rear which
contains a fountain with seventeen spouts (Jain
2001: 74). Previously it was thought that the Sheesh
Mahal was an earlier structure built to honour the

visit of the great Mughal Emperor Akbar, hence
its former name Akbhari Mahal (Jain 2001: 74).
However some scholars point out that the buildings
architectural features—notably the columns and
arches—identify it as an 18th century building, and
thus tied to the reign of Bakhat Singh (Tillotson
2001: 52). The Sheesh Mahal’s position just offcentre from the main north-south axis of the other

NAG13_32_ext_8036_C.jpg
The Sheesh Mahal looks especially enchanting at night during Sufi festival, when oil lamps are lit
throughout Nagaur fort.

NAG13_32_Ey_8074_D2.jpg
Detail of inlaid mirror work of floral decoration along the East wall dado.
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4. Context
NAG13_22_ext_8029_C.jpg
View of the Hadi Rani Mahal from the south. The opening (seen left of centre) leads to the loggia. The first-floor painted chamber and second-floor vaulted chamber are accessed via the
external staircase visible to the right.
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4.4 Hadi Rani Mahal

4. Context

The buildings now referred to singly as the Hadi Rani
Mahal are in fact two adjoining structures. Tillotson
notes that the name is a misnomer: ‘Hadi Rani Mahal
might seem to identify this as the residence of a
queen from Bundi or Kota (Hadaoti)’, but special
accommodation for senior wives would ‘invariably
be provided within the confines of the zenana…
and certainly not in such an exposed position as

this’ (Tillotson 2010: 40). He proposes instead that
the western structure, with the ground-floor loggia,
marks the boundary between the public and private
areas of the palace, serving as the entrance to the
inner complex, while the three-storey, eastern
structure ‘identifies it as the private apartments of
the maharaja’ (Tillotson 2010: 40).

NAG13_22_ext_3002_C.JPG
View of the north facade of the Hadi Rani Mahal with the loggia forming the entrance into both the palace itself and the
palace complex beyond.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔē• ĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

NAG13_22_ext_8028_C.jpg
View of the upper portions of the eastern facade of the
Hadi Rani Mahal.
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NAG09-32-I-NV_073.jpg

4. Context
NAG09-32-I-NV_073-UV..jpg

NAG09-32-I-WW_069_D1.jpg

Left: Detail of peacocks in the vault of the Sheesh Mahal in both in visible light and UV luminescence, that reveals the presence of organic colorants that have faded over time.
Right: Embracing women are surround by fruit baskets and glass bottles, meant to imitate a luxurious atmosphere.
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4.5 Wall painting schemes
4.5.1 Sheesh Mahal

Glass perfumed bottles, baskets of fruit, and
interlacing floral patterns in the frieze and mirror
work echo themes of a luxurious life.

4. Context

The name translates to ‘palace of mirrors’, referring
to the schemes of elaborate inlaid mirror work
along dado level. Citing the paintings in the vault,
Tillotson suggests that the palace was place to

contemplate the monsoon season (Tillotson 2010:
52-3). Beautiful women in Mughal-inspired dress
share drinks and play musical instruments amid
swirling clouds and golden streaks of lightning.
On the walls female figures in splendid saris are
pictured dancing or in couples in close embrace,
illustrate the lavish life of revelry and music enjoyed
by the maharaja and his zenana ladies.

00-NAG09-32-I-NV_020_C.jpg

NAG09-32-I-WW_069_D2.jpg

Left: Context image of the vault of the Sheesh Mahal. Women in Mughal dress exchange betel leaves and flowers amid the faded clouds, surrounded by gold lightning bolts. Right: Detail
of Intricate floral motifs of inlaid mirror work along the dado.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔē• ĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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4. Context

NAG13_22A_C3-Sy_3453_UV_D1_EDb.jpg

NAG13_22A_C3-Sy_4068_D.JPG

G&Cosmos Cat39 Ganesh.jpg

Ganesh is painted in three-quarters profile, flanked by two attendants, over the south doorway of the loggia. This is completely invisible in normal light as the paint is so deteriorated
(left). However, enough can be discerned with UV imaging (top right, note, the dotted outlines have been added electronically to aid interpretation of the luminescence) and a few
surviving outlines (bottom left) to see the close parallels between it and a Jodhpur manuscript of 1825 (bottom right). Image copyright: Neil Greentree.
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4.5.2 Hadi Rani Mahal

N

4.5.2.1 Area A (Loggia)
The ground floor of the western structure is
dominated by the loggia, magnificently decorated
with winged female figures and birds in the
surviving ceiling panels and fighting elephants in
lunettes running the length of the south wall. This
marks the final point of defence before entering the
private sphere of the maharaja’s palace complex.
Multispectral imaging showed abundant use of
organic colorants on every part of the loggia
paintings. It also revealed for the first time traces of
a depiction of Ganesh over the South doorway.

Area A

4. Context

22

NAG16_22A_B3-Sy_4520_C.JPG
NAG16_22A_B3-Sy_4520_C.JPG

NAG16_22A_A1-x_4514_C.JPG
The square ceiling panels are decorated with flying female figures with musical
instruments, carafes and birds. Of the fifteen original ceiling panels, only five remain in
varying condition, most having been totally lost.

Above: General view of Area A looking south. The fifteen bays are formed by intersecting
cusped arches with floral patterns in the spandrels and soffits. The blind arches on the
south wall depict elephant fight scenes, like the one pictured above.
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4. Context
NAG16_22R_4526_C1.JPG
NAG16_22R_4526_C1.JPG
View of the scheme in the first-floor painted chamber of the Hadi Rani Mahal from the northeast corner.
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4.5.2.2 Area R (First floor painted chamber)

N

Area R

22

4. Context

Entering through the loggia and into the central
court, stairs to the east lead up to the wonderfully
preserved first-floor painted chamber. Here women,
singly or in pairs engage in domestic and leisure
activities. Painted on the pillars and piers, and
above in the blind, cusped arches, scenes of women
playing in gardens and water are evocative of
Rajasthani courtly life.

NAG16_22R_C1_Ny_4529_D1.JPG

NAG16_22R_A1-Ey_4531_D1.JPG

NAG16_22R_C3-Sy_4528_D1.JPG

Various details from the first-floor chamber of the Hadi Rani Mahal of women enjoying themselves in various leisure activities.

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔē• ĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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4. Context

NAG14_22W_Wx_9021_merged_1.jpg

NAG14_22W_Ey_9047_C.JPG
NAG14_22W_Ey_9047_C.JPG

NAG14_22W_Ey_9043_D-ed.jpg
NAG14_22W_Ey_9043_D-ed.jpg

(Above) Heavenly female figures in the vault of the second-floor of the Hadi Rani Mahal surrounded by various flying birds. Like the Sheesh Mahal and the Loggia of the Hadi Rani Mahal,
these figures also offer drinks and carry musical instruments. (Lower left) Flower motifs are painted along the dado, similar in style to the inlaid mirrorwork flowers in the Sheesh
Mahal. (Lower right) Detail of depiction of women bathing.
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N

Area W

A similar theme continues in the painted vaulted
chamber on the second floor. The smallerscale scenes on the walls are analogous to the
contemporary portable paintings produced at
Nagaur (Diamond et al 2008: Cats 10-20), and though
they are now extremely altered they once appeared
similarly richly coloured and finely detailed. The

vault depicts heavenly scenes of ethereal figures
and birds. The lack of men in these paintings
may have contributed to the theory that this was
originally a women’s palace, but Tillotson argues
there are examples of similar decoration for male
living quarters at other forts in Rajasthan, such as
Bikaner (Tillotson 2010: 40).
22

NAG13_22W_Ex_8052_VIS.tif

NAG12_22_Ey_4025_C edit.jpg
Female figures relax in a garden pavilion enjoying food and drinks while listening to music.

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔē• ĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

NAG13_22W_Ex_8052_UV_cal_1.TIF
Detail of female figure from the vault. Vibrant colours,
now faded can still be seen with aid of UV luminescence
imaging.
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NAG13_22Z_Sy_1008_D3.JPG

4. Context
NAG14_22Z_Sy_2065_M1.JPG

NAG13_22Z_Sy_1010_D.JPG

NAG13_22Z_Sy_1008b_C3.jpg

Context image and details of the surviving painting in Area Z on the south wall. These exposed paintings are severely deteriorated and at risk of further damage but original painting
does survive in places. South wall of Area Z. The badly deteriorated painting scheme survives better on the westernmost panel, where partly sheltered by the adjacent eve. This area
was the primary focus of emergency stabilisation interventions.
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4.5.2.4 Area Z (Ground floor painted chamber)

N

There are also two schemes of painting on the
exterior of the eastern building. The first is a
repeated floral motif on the lower walls, which
run up into floral arch spandrels and a leaf cornice
pattern. At the extreme east end of the same wall
are traces of the second scheme. Originally an
internal space (the roof line can still be seen on the
three remaining walls), the architecture suggests
the fourth wall was open arcading. The remaining
plaster retains traces of small-scale figure paintings
of the type found on the first- and second-floor
chambers. Although badly deteriorated, these
traces of painting provide important information
about the original configuration and function of the
space.

Area Z

4. Context

22

NAG14_22Z_Ny_9005_C.JPG

NAG12_22_EC_5110_UV.jpg

Above: View of Area Z from the north. Below: On the North wall of Area Z the painting survives most extensively where it is protected under remaining architectural features. What
remains in the central panel (which is unroofed) now has some protection from surrounding fills and edge repairs. Remains of painting can be seen with the aid of UV luminescence
imaging in the detail on the lower left.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔē• ĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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5. Physical History
NAG13_22A_B1-x_4057_C.JPG
Detail of a ceiling panel in Area A (Loggia) of the Hadi Rani Mahal where the previous fill has been applied and smeared over the painting.
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5. Physical History

• The twentieth-century occupation of the Fort
by the Border Security forces and District
Administration. Drastic adaptation of the entire

Fort space included lime washing of many of the
painted schemes and considerable damage caused
by the insertion of partition walls, fixtures and the
blocking of windows and balconies
• Historic water infiltration and cyclical salt
crystallisation have caused considerable damage
to fragile paint layers in several palaces
• Many building alterations are undocumented,
leaving only traces of physical evidence by which
to interpret the original appearance of the
buildings
• Various conservation interventions (both
documented and undocumented) have been
carried out on wall paintings schemes in

NAG06-00-002.JPG

recent decades. Some previous interventions
(discoloured synthetic coatings, inconsistent
repairs, visibly distracting retouching) are now
affecting the paintings’ aesthetic integrity
• Extensive architectural conservation and
restoration of palaces and structures by the
Mehrangarh Museum Trust, led by Minakshi Jain,
from 1998-2001
• Major conservation programme of the wall
paintings by Courtauld institute of Art in the
Sheesh Mahal (2007-2011) and Hadi Rani Mahal
(2012-present).
5. Physical History

Establishing the physical history of a site requires
gathering past documentation (reports, historical
photographs, testimonies) and comparing with
in-situ evidence. The diverse condition of the
various wall painting schemes is due in part to the
complicated physical history of the palace and fort
complex at Nagaur. Understanding the physical
history helps to identify and monitor ongoing
deterioration and enhances understanding of the
significance of the space. Notable events in the
physical history of the fort include:

NAG09-00_DP_011.JPG

Left: View of the Bakhat Singh Mahal and Hadi Rani Mahal from the south. The photograph shows architectural and structural renovations to the Fort under way in 2006,
compared to an image of the same area captured in 2009 where renovations are complete (right).
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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5. Physical History

NAG_00_93-10-7_Mapu.jpg

G&Cosmos Cat15 BakhatSingh_1.jpg

NAG09-00_DP_161.JPG

Left: Cat 15. Maharaja Bakhat Singh at the Jharoka Window of the Bakhat Singh Mahal (Image copyright: Neil Greentree). The portable paintings provide architectural references for
how buildings would have looked like during Bakhat Singh’s rule at Nagaur, as many structures in the palace complex can be architecturally located within the painting. Above right:
Historic image of the Bahkat Singh Mahal as seen from the Abha Mahal, most likely taken in 1993, showing partitions that probably date to occupation of Nagaur fort by District
Administration. Below right: View of the Bakhat Sing Mahal after the architectural conservation and restoration had occurred.
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The table below summarises the main events in the physical history of Nagaur Fort, with main focus on the Sheesh Mahal and Hadi Rani Mahal. For historic images
and their present-day counterparts, please see Appendix A.

1119-1121
12th-16th C.
1563-1570

1725-1751

1817-1818
1952-1972

Event
Mud fort built in the present site by the Nagavanshi Kings, and where the fort gets its name: Ahhichatragarh, meaning
‘cobra-hooded fort’.
Punjab governor Mohammad Bahlim captures and fortifies the town of Nagaur in early 12th century, replacing the ancient
mud fort with one made of stone.
Between 12th-16th centuries the structures within the fort were added or modified, and fortifications were built, but not
much change occurred.
Reign of Hasan Kuli Khan. Mughal Emperor Akbar captures Nagaur in 1559, and Nagaur is incorporated into the Mughal
empire. Fort walls were improved and fortified.

Source
Jain et al 2009:6;
Tillotson 2010: 10
Jain et al 2009:6-11;
Tillotson 2010:10
Jain 2001: 6; Jain et al
2009:6-11;
Tillotson 2010: 17, 50;
Jain 2001: 6

• Sheesh Mahal: previously know as the Akbhari Mahal, the building is said to be constructed during the reign of Hasan Kuli
Khan for Akbar’s visit to Nagaur
Conjecture; Jain
Rule of Bakhat Singh, who is responsible for redesigning the palace complex within the fort, including the main four main
et al 2009: 69; and
palaces: Hadi Rani Mahal, Bakhat Singh Mahal, Abha Mahal, and Sheesh Mahal. Most of the structures that survive today
can be attributed to his patronage.
Tillotson 2010: 18,4044, 52-53
• Sheesh Mahal: this building is one of the earlier palaces, and possibly altered during Bakhat Singh’s rule, evidenced by the
18th century architectural details, and the fact that the Sheesh Mahal court is slightly off-centre from the main northsouth axis of the other palaces
• Hadi Rani Mahal: Tillotson proposes the two edifices (now referred to singly as Hadi Rani Mahal) once served as a guard
house and the private apartments of the Maharaja
Beginning of British rule in Rajasthan. No data regarding this period at Nagaur; it is unclear whether the Fort was occupied. Tod 1920
Fort occupied by District Administration and Border Security Forces. Alterations are made to the building fabric including
the blocking of doors and the insertion of brick partitions. Several painted areas were white-washed or colour-washed.
• Sheesh Mahal: before 1977 some of the painted schemes are covered with a thin lime wash. Photographs taken by
Agrawala show stronger pigmentation in the cloud swirls in the vault paintings than is present
• Hadi Rani Mahal: application of lime-wash on the lower parts of the walls in the loggia (area A) of the Hadi Rani Mahal

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

Jain 2001; Agrawala
1977: 56; Agrawal et
al. 1989; 12
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5. Physical History

Agrawala1970.tif

00-NAG06-32-062-A3.JPG

9a 22W 1997_R Skelton_ed.jpg

9c NAG13_22W_Wx_8003_C_ed.jpg

Above: Detail of the vault of the Sheesh Mahal taken before 1977 (left) which show stronger pigmentation in the cloud swirls, compared to photograph of the same area taken
in 2006 (right), where the clouds have faded. Below: Detail from Area W of the Hadi Rani Mahal dating to 1997, acquired from postwar Indian painting specialist Robert Skelton, where
the gilding of belts and sashes can still be seen. The detail on the right from 2013 shows that the gilding has been mechanically removed at an unknown date post 1997.
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1985
1980’s

1993
1997-2009
1998-2001

Nagaur Fort neglected and falls into disrepair. Water infiltration is a major problem for many structures within the fort
complex.
• Sheesh Mahal: noted that the Sheesh Mahal domed roof and stone slabs are badly damaged. Water infiltration and
corresponding plaster losses in the vault, south and east wall occurred before the Agrawal intervention in 1986
• Hadi Rani Mahal: blocking off of historic drains led to water leakage on the first floor terrace. Investigation suggests
water infiltration on the south wall in Area A
Management of the Fort transferred to the Mehrangarh Museum Trust (MMT)
INTACH run a conservation program led by O.P. Agrawal, which included a condition survey, documentation, analysis of
original materials, environmental monitoring, and treatment of the wall paintings in the Sheesh Mahal (1986). It is unclear
whether any interventions were carried out on the Hadi Rani Mahal paintings as there are no known documents recording
the treatments. The following interventions have been identified and may date to this campaign:

Jain 2001: 12; Martin
du Fonjaudran et
al 2012: 87; Physical
evidence

Personal
Communication with
IMACC; Agrawal
1989: 45-53; visual &
scientific analysis

• Sheesh Mahal: cleaning, including removal of surface dirt and stains with dry mechanical methods, various solvents, and
ammonium bicarbonate/ammonium carbonate solution; grouting, using casein-lime mixture, or diluted PVA; range of
fills and edge repairs using different materials; application of synthetic coating (polyvinyl acetate, 3% solution in toluene);
trials of reconversion of altered lead paint layers
• Hadi Rani Mahal: area A - a range of fills using different materials, injection grouting with a PVA and gypsum mixture;
area R - application of synthetic coating, fills of differing materials, grouting; area W - grouting, application of synthetic
coating, fills of differing materials, in-painting; Area Z - edge repairs
Sheesh Mahal: emergency resurfacing of the roof
Jain 2001: 74
Hadi Rani Mahal: gilding on the vault of Area W is scratched away at some point within this 12 year period.
Photographic
documentation
Jain 2001
Architectural conservation and restoration led by Minakshi Jain:

5. Physical History

1972-1985

Sheesh Mahal: removal of later architectural additions and historic facade exposed, resurfacing the roof to prevent
infiltration, repair and stabilisation of damaged plaster and architectural features, removal of lime wash, new doors
installed, cleaning of soot, reactivation of fountains.
Hadi Rani Mahal: removal of later architectural additions, resurfacing of platforms with lime cement, removal of bats living
in the palace, new doors installed, cracks in the dome of the second-floor chamber (Area W) repaired with V grooves and
sealed with lime cement, stainless steel bars placed across cracks, roof and dome resurfaced, blocked drains cleared and
repaired.
• Area A: roof cracks opened and restored above the loggia, painted ceiling stabilised, walls and columns strengthened
with pointing and plastering
• Area R: doors installed, missing or deteriorated stone jalis replaced and fixed with glass doors
• Area W: paintings conserved by MMT Project, new doors installed, patches repaired in ceiling, walls and floor
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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5. Physical History
06_NAG08-32-_123wb.jpg
Detail of the vault of the Sheesh Mahal, where historic water infiltration had contributed
to widespread salt efflorescence, which led to powdering and loss of the paint layer. After
conservation treatment, the Sheesh Mahal continues to be monitored.
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NAG16_22R_B3-Sy_2036a_C.JPG
Above: Detail from the first floor of the Hadi Rani Mahal (Area R). A coating of
PVAc was applied to the paintings in this room probably in the 1980s, which has
since trapped dust and dirt.
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2000-2005
Sept 2005

2010

Conservation of wall paintings at Krishna Temple and 34 Saal by ICI Mehrangarh Art Conservation Centre (IMACC).
Initial survey of wall painting schemes at Nagaur Fort, documenting current extent and condition of wall paintings, funded
by the Helen Hamlyn Trust.
Five-week conservation programme of diagnosis, recording and treatment led by the Courtauld Institute of Art in
collaboration with the ICI Mehrangarh Art Conservation Centre (IMACC), funded by the Helen Hamlyn Trust. Conservation
included emergency stabilisation of detached plaster, cleaning tests on wide variety of different paintings, diagnosis of salt
and moisture problems, and documentation of the wall painting, with recommendations for future conservation.
Sheesh Mahal: four-year conservation programme of the wall paintings in the Sheesh Mahal led by the Courtauld Institute
of Art, funded by the Getty Foundation. Remedial interventions include stabilisation of plaster and paint layer, reduction of
salts, and cleaning, including reduction of PVAc coating and cleaning of mirror work.
Sheesh Mahal: reapplication of a ‘waterproofing’ plaster layer to the roof as specified in maintenance plan by Jain.

2011

Sheesh Mahal: emergency stabilisation of verandah with temporary bamboo struts.

2006

Bogin et al 2006

Martin du Fonjaudran
et al 2012
Martin du Fonjaudran
et al 2012: 86
Martin du Fonjaudran
et al 2012: 86
5. Physical History

2007-2011

Bogin 2005: 8
Bogin 2005

NAG12-32-E-5009.JPG
Above: View of the Sheesh Mahal in 2012, when emergency stabilisation measures implemented in the verandah.
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NAG13_22A_ext_9047_C.JPG

NAG14_22W_Ny_9017_C_1.JPG

NAG15_22A_A3-Sy_ortho.jpg
Detail of the south wall of Area A (Loggia) where the opening has been closed off. This
image illustrates building alterations, historic damage and previous interventions,
including previous repairs and limewashing.
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Above: View of the Hadi Rani Mahal on the first floor from the west, showing repairs
to the roof of Area A. Below: View of the north wall of Area W where glass panels have
been installed in the opening.
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2012-2014

2014

5. Physical History

2015 ongoing
2016

Leon Levy Foundation fund a three-year conservation programme for the wall paintings of Hadi Rani Mahal by the
Courtauld Institute of Art, the data from which is detailed in this report. Area W and Z undergo remedial wall painting
conservation
Hadi Rani Mahal: as a passive conservation measure, glass panels are installed in the south and north openings of Area W,
screen doors are also installed in the west and the east entrance is shut to reduce air exchange, dust deposition and insect
activity. A cover is placed over the roof of Area W to prevent dispersed rainwater entering the dome
Leon Levy Foundation continue the funding of the wall paintings of Nagaur with a five-year conservation programme,
including the continuing conservation of the wall paintings in the Hadi Rani Mahal
Hadi Rani Mahal: resurfacing og the courtyard to the north of the Hadi Rani Mahal begun

NAG05_22_ext_0001_C.JPG

NAG16_PUB_6080.JPG

The courtyard to the north of the Hadi Rani Mahal is a major source of wind-blown dust that deposits on the paintings in Area A (Loggia). In 2016, re-surfacing as a preventive
measure to limit dust deposition was begun, and can be seen underway in the image on the right.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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6 . Documentation
NAG13_PUB_8018_1.JPG
Rajeev Choudhary and Samuel Whittaker carrying out in-situ examination and documentation of the paintings using a portable microscope and tablet computer. This type of
investigation and recording of observations aids in diagnosis and treatment
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6. Documentation
electron micrographs and time-based media—
these too form part of the documentation. They
present challenges and are not always reducible to
2-dimensional images. Dynamic information (such
as thermal imaging during change of temperature)
is problematic as, obviously, is film. Thus, there is
greater and greater reliance on electronic forms of
documentation.

The documentation collected from 2012 to 2016
forms the core of this Project Data. It has served
as a tool both for diagnosis and for recording the
conservation work undertaken, as well as for
disseminating information about conservation more
generally (as in the Leon Levy Foundation Centre
website www.conservation-studies-nagaur.org ).

NAG14 Gradoc 22Z_Ny_2014 Condition SoM.pdf

NAG14_22W_Wx_6029_NIM_M1.jpg

6. Documentation

Documentation—of original technology, condition,
investigations, monitoring, treatment trials, and
treatments—is both an essential conservation tool
(see Chapter 3 Our Approach) as well as an ethical
responsibility. The principal forms are: written,
graphic and photographic. However, as technology
advances, other forms of data are also generated—
such as 3D models, thermal images, spectra,

5.3 m

NAG14_22W_Wx_6029_NIM_M1_50xr.jpg

LEGEND - Condition - Treatment
Paint layer
- Detachment

- surviving paint

- Unstable detachment
- Vertical striation

<Multiple intersecting links>

Ahhichatragarh Fort and Palace Complex, Nagaur
LLF Conservation Programme
Phase 3: 13 January - 28 February 2014

Graphic Documentation
Condition
Hadi Rani Mahal - Area Z
Nomenclature: 22Z-Ny

GraDoc mapping surviving paint scheme on the north wall of the ground-floor chamber (Area Z). The
paint layer is extremely deteriorated and difficult to distinguish. GraDoc serves as an important visual
aid. Conditions such as detachment and vertical striation (see Appendix C for definitions) are also
mapped.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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Portable microscopy location (above) in a leaf detail of a figure’s dress in
the vault (Area W) and (below) the paint layer at 50x magnification, which
reveals a crust. This helps to better understand deterioration conditions.
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6 . Documentation

NAG14_22W_Nx_6003_D_UV.tif

NAG14_PUB_7012.JPG

NAG14_22W_Nx_6003_D_VIS.tif

NAG14_22W_Nx_6003_C_VIS.tif

Visible and UV-induced visible luminescence images taken in the second-floor chamber (Area W). This reveals the extent of
organic material in the technology of the paintings, much of which is barely detectable in visible light, as seen in the leaf
and flower detailing of this figure’s dress. Bottom right: context of the same scene in the north vault.
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Top: Chiara Pasian and Gvantsa Potskhishvili conducting
multispectral imaging using the Nikon D7000 (internal IR
filter removed), Qflash and various filters.
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Digital imaging is a critical tool for investigating
and recording. Standards—for capture, file naming
and processing— were established to maintain
consistency throughout the project and across

multiple users. This enables images to be compared
over time. The correct naming, filing and archiving
of images ensures that they can be accessed in
the future. This image management has long-term
benefits for such a vast and complex site.

Imaging includes: visible, multispectral, rectified,
photogrammetric; macro- and micro-imaging , and
infrared thermal imaging (IRT) to investigate hidden
structural features. See Appendix B for equipment
specifications.

NAG13_22W_Sx_IR_4833_iron.jpg

N

NAG15_22A_x_ortho.tif
NAG15_22A_x_ortho.tif

<No intersecting link>

Orthographic image of the ceiling of the western portion of the Loggia (area A). Orthographic images are captured from
a 3D model generated in Agisoft’s Photoscan software; able to create three-dimensional models from overlapping twodimensional images.

Top: screen shot of 3D modelling with Agisoft’s Photoscan.
Bottom: infrared thermal image of the south vault with
FLIR B425, revealing hidden structural features in area W.

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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6.1 Imaging
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6. Documentation
NAG16 Gradoc 22A_A1_20160113 SJF.jpg
GraDoc recording the condition of the paintings on bay A1 of the Loggia (Area A) to help visualise distribution of deterioration phenomena.
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6.2 GraDoc
GraDoc is the mapping of phenomena (technology,
condition, interventions, etc.) onto a representation
of the object. Recently, these representations—
basemaps—have taken the form of photographic
images. At Nagaur, we use rectified and
orthographic images in gray scale; these allow the
use of colours for the graphic mapping.
This mapping has multiple functions:

• to provide a record that may be used for
» planning,
» recording treatments, and
» monitoring.
Spatial distribution of phenomena aids in
developing hypotheses about their causes, and thus
in selecting appropriate investigations and what
sequence would be appropriate.

If phenomena are so widespread as to be virtually
ubiquitous they are not mapped but are recorded in
a visual glossary (6.3).
See Appendix D for examples of GraDoc, and the
legend for a full list of mapped phenomena.

6. Documentation

• to show the spatial distribution of phenomena;

Mapping provides a management tool for planning
sequence, quantity (area) and distribution of various
interventions. Similarly it can be used to record the
remedial interventions. It also offers a powerful
monitoring tool.

NAG16_PUB_6026.JPG
Pu Lan and Amarilli Rava surveying the painting in the Loggia (Area A) and recording
condition phenomena graphically on a tablet PC.

GraDoc is recorded in electronic form only. Specialised software allows accurate marking
of several phenomena on computer generated basemaps. Above is an example of on-going
recording.

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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6. Documentation
NAG14_22W_Nx_3027_M1.JPG

NAG14_22W_Nx_3027_C.JPG
A view of the painted scheme on the north vault of Area W, showing some of the
phenomena defined and characterised in a visual glossary, such as, pigment alteration,
non-original coatings and paint loss.
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Macro image from the same scene revealing dribbles of brownish material which may
relate to the application of the non-original modern coating.
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6.3 Visual Glossary
All phenomena, including those that are mapped in
GraDoc, are included in the visual glossary.

NAG14_22A_A1-x_5008_C.JPG

NAG16_pub_3101
Denise Invamoto and Yang Chen inspect the painting in the first-floor chamber (area R).
In-situ examination of the paintings is the first step to developing a comprehensive visual
glossary.

NAG14_22A_A1-x_5008_M.JPG
Phenomena such as the pigment alteration seen in this detail (below) from ceiling panel
A1 (above) in the loggia (Area A). At points of paint overlap between the green of the
strawberry leaves and the pink of the fruit a blue alteration is observed.

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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Each phenomenon is defined and named, described,
and a representative example is imaged. This
provides: consistency in naming and identification;
reference images; and detailed, objective
documentation.
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7. Original technology

NAG14_22W_Sx_9023_C1.JPG

NAG16_PUB_6030
Chiara Pasian examining a scene in the loggia. Close
inspection in raking light and under magnification is the
first step to understanding the paint technology.
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<Multiple intersecting links>
NAG13_22W_Sx-w_IR_4837_he.jpg

NAG13_PUB_7120.JPG
Yehonatan Goldman and Fiona Henderson conducting
imaging in the loggia (Area A). Macro images often reveal
interesting details of original technology.

An infra-red thermographic image of the southeast vault
in Area W. Temperature differentials mean the cool
mortar and warmer stone blocks are clearly seen below
the plaster layer.
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7. Original technology

• incident and raking light inspection and imaging
• multispectral inspection and imaging

• polarised light microscopy (PLM)
• scanning electron microscopy energy dispersive
spectroscopy (SEM-EDS)
• Fourier-transformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

NAG14_22A_A1-x_5009_M.JPG
Distinct steps in the painting process are revealed on close inspection. Here, in a
ceiling panel from the loggia, the skin colour of the hand was applied fairly loosely
most probably after the initial (more precise) setting out of the fingers and thumb.

In-situ investigations and sampling complement one
another in terms of providing surface information,
as well as point analysis with stratigraphic
information. Another important source of
information about the original materials and
method of construction is the living tradition. The
highly skilled fort mason employs the kodi or araish
plastering technique found in eighteenth-century
buildings in Rajasthan, and in 2013 he demonstrated
the technique to the conservation team (see
Appendix E4).
Technical findings are summarised below (full
analytical data is presented in Appendix E3).

7. Original technology

• infrared thermography inspection and imaging
• non-invasive microscopy
On the basis of these non-invasive methods,
targeted samples were taken. The material was
examined and analysed in a hierarchy of techniques,
from non-destructive to destructive, according to
the type of information required from the materials.
These techniques included:

Knowledge of the original technology of a
wall painting is central to understanding its
current condition and causes of deterioration,
and for determining appropriate conservation
interventions. The technical similarity in the
support and paintings of the Sheesh Mahal and
Hadi Rani Mahal meant that investigations into
the latter could build on an already substantial
body of research (see Martin et al. 2012). In-situ
investigations of the Hadi Rani Mahal paintings
included:

NAG13_22A_A1-x_3059_Mr.JPG
Details such as plaster joins become more evident in raking light. Pentimenti are also
common, often ‘erased’ with a semi-opaque paint layer, as seen here. The bird’s head
has been tilted up more than in the original configuration.

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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7. Original technology

NAG16_22A_B2-Ey_1000_D.JPG

NAG13_22A_ext_3008_C.JPG
NAG13_22A_ext_3008_C.JPG
Area A (loggia), looking south towards the elephant battle scenes. The plaster is
removed from the bottom of many of the columns, revealing a brick construction in
this area.
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NAG16_22A_B2-Ey_1000_M.JPG
Setting out technique as pouncing can be seen in the Area A (loggia). It is hard to
observe under raking light due to the paint layer on top of the pouncing marks.
However, indicates both freehand drawing and planning was done.
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As with other buildings in the fort complex, the Hadi
Rani Mahal is constructed of local red sandstone
blocks laid in horizontal courses. There are some
brick elements visible, notably at the foot of
columns in the loggia. No keying is evident.
Mortar is spread out as a levelling layer in some
places and is thought to be a gypsum-based
material.
Between two and four layers of plaster are applied
to the primary support, each successive layer of
decreasing thickness and decreasing aggregate size,
and characterised by varying filler and vegetable

3

2

or animal fibres, finished with a highly polished
white plaster. The final araish plaster layer is a
compact white lime plaster with fine white marble
aggregate, which is polished to a smooth, reflective
finish. Plaster joins can be discerned in raking light.
Sources on painting technologies in Rajasthan
discuss the use of organic additives such as proteins,
gums and molasses to improve the durability of
the plaster layers (Agrawal 1969: 103-4). This is
supported by the living tradition, in which guggul
(Commiphora wightii tree resin) and jaggery (sugar
cane) are added to the various plaster mixes (see
Appendix E4 for the Fort mason’s technique).

7.2 Setting out techniques
Despite the repetitive themes found throughout
the various paintings in the Hadi Rani Mahal,
there is no evidence for the use of cartoons in the
areas examined. Underdrawing in red and black
can frequently be seen, pouncing marks are also
observed. Pentimenti are common, indicating
freehand drawing and then slight revision when
final painting is done.

7. Original technology

7.1 Primary and secondary support

1

NAG13_22A_B2-x_4033_M.JPG
Losses in a loggia ceiling panel (Area A) reveal the three plaster layers of the secondary
support here, indicated from bottom up 1-3.

NAG13_22A_A1-x_3062_M1.JPG
Preliminary drawing can be seen in faint black lines of the instrument and the figure’s left
arm. These are in a slightly different position to the final painted arrangement.

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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7. Original technology

NAG14_22W_Wx_6000_UV.tif

NAG14_22W_Wx_6000_VIS.tif

NAG14_22W_Wx_6000_IR_FC_aligned.tif
Top: UV-induced luminescence image of the palm leaf border revealing a considerable
amount of surviving organic material. Below: IR False-Colour reference standards
(Aldrovandi et al. 2005) for comparison with the image (bottom right).
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Top: detail of the palm leaf border in visible light. Below: the same image in Infrared FalseColour (below). The pink hue of the leaf border can be readily compared to Aldrovandi’s IR
False Colour reference standards for indigo, shown left.
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7.3 Palette and paint layers

7. Original technology

The current appearance of the paintings is much
altered from the original palette. Multispectral
examination of the paintings has revealed the
extensive use of organic colorants. Many of these
are now faded to a monotone beige, but would
once have rounded out the palette, as in the
contemporary portable paintings (see Garden &
Cosmos 2008, Cat. 10-24).

During Phase 3 Infrared-False Colour (IR-FC) imaging
indicated an indigo-like material used in the palmleaf border of the vaulted chamber (Area W), as
well as in the skirts of a female figure in the vault.
IR-FC images show blue pigment details as a pinkish
red: the red shade is very similar to the one that
Aldrovandi et al. 2005 found for indigo. Specific
identification would require further analysis. (See
Appendix E3 for more details and images.)

NAG13_22A_A3-Sy_4108_VIS_cal.tif
Detail of a figure and trees from a lunette in the loggia. The
palette now appears near-uniformly beige.

NAG13_22A_A3-Sy_4108_UV_cal.tif
UV-induced luminescence imaging reveals that there is
much surviving organic material in this area. The various
coloured luminescence also suggest a broad palette.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

G&Cosmos Cat24 Trees detail_1.jpg
Detail from a Nagaur Portable painting (Cat. 24) showing
the brightly coloured trees which are stylistically very
similar to those at Nagaur. Image copyright: Neil Greentree.
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7. Original technology

NAG14_22A_B1-x_5020_NIM_M.jpg

NAG14_22A_B1-x_5011_Da.jpg

NAG14_22A_B1-x_5020_NIM_X50.jpg

Above: A figure in ceiling panel B1 of the loggia where there are many instances of a blue-green alteration, visible at the base of the musical instrument; below the figure’s upper
hand; over the earring and on various jewelled details along the border of the hat. Right: macro of blue-green alteration (top) and a non-invasive microscopy image (below) of
the highlighted area. Where the flesh tones of the figure’s hand overlap the green musical instrument a bright blue alteration is observed.
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Palette and paint layers continued

are alterations from the original. However, areas
that now appear blue are usually layered over a
whitish colour (e.g. flesh tones, or white draperies)
whereas green areas are not.

7. Original technology

The most strongly coloured elements of the
paintings now are deep red, greenish-blue and
black. These are mineral pigments such as red iron
oxide. Lead-based pigments have in some places

altered, which is especially noticeable on flesh tones
and in the vault of Area W, many of which now
appear black. In certain areas of the loggia, green/
blue colours on ceilings seem to be altered. It is
often not clear if the alteration is green to blue, blue
to green, or if both colours—as they now appear—

NAG14_22A_B1-x_7009_C.JPG
Winged female figures from a ceiling panel in the loggia. The surviving palette is
composed of deep reds and browns as well as some greenish-blue details, many of
which have altered (see details left).

NAG14_22W_Wx_3015_D.JPG
Detail of a figure from the west vault of the second-floor chamber (Area W) whose
face, upper body and parts of her hands have altered to black.

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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7. Original technology
NAG13_22W_Wx_8051_VIS.tif

NAG13_22W_Wx_8051_UV.tif

A woman and child from Area W in visible light (above) and ultraviolet (UV) induced luminescence. Parts of the painting which now appear beige or unpainted fluoresce yellow
in UV, such as the woman’s upper sleeves. Yellow paint fluoresces orange in UV. The skirt to the left of the frame shows orange over yellow fluorescence, indicating multiple
layers of organic paint.
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Palette and paint layers continued

In a few places in the loggia there are thick, whitish
paint strokes around compositional elements,
seemingly done after the painting was completed,
perhaps to ‘tidy up’ the painting.
FTIR analysis of the binder in an area of red iron
oxide paint has tentatively identified gum as a
binder (see Appendix E3, Sample 015).
The delicate nature of the paint layer (thin, fugitive,

and susceptible to alteration) and its current
condition limit the treatment possibilities for each
scheme; these are discussed more fully in Chapter
10.

7.4 Applications
The painting in the vault of Area W is embellished
with gold. Two types of gold application have
been identified in the vault: gold leaf applied over
a mordant, and powdered gold used as a paint.
Most has either deteriorated or been deliberately
scraped off, but the original impact must have been
splendid.
7. Original technology

The paint was applied on the set plaster with a
binder. Layer thicknesses vary, from thin washes
through to thick impasto, depending on the desired
effect. The paint is applied both as mixtures within
layers and as multiple layers of different hues,
especially on more complex components such
as flesh tones, draperies and trees. The layering
of organic pigments is discernible with the aid
of excitation with ultraviolet light due to their
different luminescence. Small floral motifs are
painted on draperies; armbands are built up by
thin, black outlining on a thick, pale preparatory
layer; and finely painted details complete the leaves

of trees, swirls of water, and jewellery. The fine,
confident black outlining—such a feature of the
painting in the Sheesh Mahal (Martin et al., 2012: 26)
as well as in the portable paintings of the period—is
also evident in the Hadi Rani Mahal schemes.

NAG13_22A_A3-Sy_4084_Mr.JPG
A drip of thick paint from the toe nail of an elephant
painted in a lunette in the loggia.

NAG12_22W_Wx_5002_NIM_D.JPG
Detail of a woman’s foot from the vault of Area W.
The anklet is built up with a yellow paint layer, then
powdered gold, and finally a fine black outline.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

NAG12_22W_Wx_5002_NIM_x50.jpg
In-situ microscopy reveals the gold is powdered rather
than foil. Gold foil is found elsewhere in Area W, as is
powdered tin.
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8. Condition
NAG14_22A_B3-Sy_7009_C.JPG
An elephant battle scene in the loggia (Area A), B3-Sy. Deterioration patterns here are complex as witnessed by the host of condition phenomena visible. These include plaster
delamination, cracks, pitting, render and paint loss, powdering and fading of the paint layer, salt efflorescence veils and dust deposition. A range of repair materials from
previous interventions are also present, many of which are unsightly and appear to be failing.
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8. Condition
• the creation of a visual glossary to illustrate and
define deterioration phenomena;

Initial assessment of the condition of the wall
paintings in the Hadi Rani Mahal began in 2005
during the survey of the painted schemes within
the Fort (see Bogin 2005) and was built upon in
2006 with photographic monitoring and sampling.
A comprehensive assessment of condition was
begun in 2012, as part of the Leon Levy funded
conservation programme.
This included:

• graphic documentation to map the extent
of deterioration phenomena, their distribution
patterns and relationships (Wong 2003);
• research into physical history – gathering
documentation (reports, historical photographs,
testimonies) and in-situ evidence to provide insights
into current condition and rate of deterioration;
• photographic monitoring over time to determine
the rate of active deterioration, and

The following pages provide a brief summary of the
condition of each of the three areas of the Hadi Rani
Mahal under investigation, with a selection of visual
examples to illustrate phenomena. While many
conditions observed are ubiquitous, the distinct
situations of each Area investigated result in some
differing phenomena in each. Thus, each area (A, R,
W and Z) is discussed in turn, drawing out the most
important condition findings in each space. For a
comprehensive survey of condition phenomena
readers are referred to Appendix C: Visual glossary.

• characterisation and distribution of salts and
liquid moisture.

NAG13_22A_B1-x_4054_C.JPG
Figures on ceiling panel A1-x of Area A. Alteration of pigments is extensive, including
fading and darkening.

8. Condition

Condition assessment is an integral part of the
Courtauld’s conservation methodology, and a
comprehensive assessment is carried out at the
start of every project, and is updated throughout
the phases.

NAG13_22A_B1-x_4054_Mr.JPG
Detail of one of the figure’s head in raking light. A number of condition phenomena
are visible, including darkening of paint layers on parts of her face, and loss of paint
layer on her face and hair.

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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NAG16_22A_A1-Cx_4004_D.JPG

8. Condition

Mud-based insect nests are extensive throughout the loggia, with the bay pictured above being particularly
effected. The mud can stain the paintings, and depending on the type of nest, a resin-like material which is water
insoluble and very difficult to remove may be deposited.

NAG16_22A_A3-Sy_2532_M2.JPG

NAG16_22A_A3-Wy_2535_M3rb.JPG

Details of a loss filled with gypsum repair. After removal
of previous repair, powdering coarse plaster was
revealed.

Details of a loss in west wall of A3 (Area A). Spiders and cobwebs were found inside the are of plaster delamination.
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A wide range of deterioration phenomena have
been observed on the painted ceiling panels and
lunettes of Area A. While not attributing causes
to individual phenomena, an appreciation of the
loggia’s high level of exposure to the macroclimate
is paramount to understanding its current
condition. Similarly, various significant events in the
building’s history should be considered:
• replacement of many ceiling panels in the 1990’s
architectural restoration (likely due to their
complete collapse);
• several phases of general repairs such as filling of
cracks and losses;
• intermittent water infiltration events (unknown
dates, but likely to long-standing problem
The primary support is largely concealed by original
plaster or repairs in the loggia, but where visible it
seems to be in good condition (with a few localised
areas covered with later repairs where the primary
support is powdering).

The secondary support presents a range of
deterioration phenomena, including total loss of
many ceiling panels and widespread delamination
in both vertical and horizontal dimensions (see
Appendix D: GraDoc), and decohesive coarse plaster
(especially in A3 and B3 where water infiltration
has been extensive). Large cracks span entire
ceiling panels, many of which continue down into
the lunettes. Photographic monitoring has shown
render loss was on-going in a localised area of a
ceiling panel (B2) and the central lunette scene (C1).
On a smaller scale, pitting of the araish was noted in
localised areas in most scenes, often in association
with salt efflorescence.
With regards to paint layer-related conditions,
fading is of particular significance, given the
loggia’s exposure to light (and other macroclimatic
factors). UV inspection has revealed that almost
every inch of this space was painted; for instance,
the backgrounds of the elephant battle scenes are
now beige, but would originally have been brightly
coloured. Other alterations observed relate to blue/
green details as well as a patchy darkening of the
paint layer (as observed in other schemes at the

Fort) particularly in the skin tones of figures. Flaking
and micro-flaking occur in localised areas of most
scenes, sometimes in association with specific
pigments.
Salt veils and crusts are present in a number of
areas. Dust deposits are visible on all surfaces,
particularly protruding architectural features, and
extraneous material from previous interventions
such as splashes and plaster smears can be seen in
various bays and arch soffits.
Birds, bats and insects pose a particular ongoing
risk to the paintings of the loggia as evidenced
by nests, excreta, scratches and staining. Insect
activity is observed in most areas, with a variety
of cobwebs, mud-based nests and hives observed,
many of which have appeared in the time that the
Courtauld has been at Nagaur, suggesting that this
is an ongoing problem. Many insect nests were also
discovered within cracks and voids after removal of
unsuitable repairs.
To address the problems in the loggia, intervention
treatment began in 2015 and continued in 2016 (see
Chapter 10 Interventions).

NAG14_22A_A3-Sy_5000_C-ed.jpg
This elephant in the southern lunette of bay A3 is effected by paint loss, flaking, powdering, and salt efflorescences has also been observed. The paint layers in the background
have faded to beige.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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8. Condition
NAG16_22R_Ny_4508_C.JPG

NAG16_22R_Ny_4508_D3.JPG

The scheme in Area R is covered with a modern coating that has discoloured and now appears brown. The image above shows the different appearance of the paintings before
the coating has been reduced (right half) and after (left half).
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8.2 Area R (First floor painted
chamber)

The most conspicuous aspect of condition recorded
in Area R was the ubiquitous PVAc coating applied
during previous interventions. Due to frequent
breaching of the material’s glass transition
temperature, the coating has become discoloured
and now has an unsightly dirty brown appearance.
Trials to reduce this coating were conducted and
reduction began in 2015, (and is ongoing).
Another notable condition phenomenon is the

extensive alteration of pigments, especially the
widespread blackening of figures.
Unlike Area A (the loggia) and Area Z (ground floor
chamber), Area R is well insulated from the exterior
environment. Windows on both north and south
walls are sealed with glass and the two doors (one
leading to a courtyard on the west, and the other on
the east leads to an interior space) are kept closed
most of time. As a result, dust deposition is minimal,
and there is no evidence of ongoing macrobiological
deterioration or water infiltration.

8. Condition

The paintings in Area R are in relatively good
condition. No severe delamination or efflorescence
was found, and only a few minor cracks on the
walls and soffits were noted, all of which were filled
during 1980’s preservation efforts. Few losses on
the secondary support were noticed, as well as
scratches. Localized losses of the paint layer were
observed, and repainting can be seen in some of

these losses owing to mismatched colours.

NAG05-22R-305.JPG

NAG05-22R-312.JPG

Detailed image of the darkened alteration of flesh tone
pigment on a figure’s hand.

Detailed image of mismatched green repainting of paint
layer losses.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

NAG05-22R-330.JPG
Detailed image of scratches on figure’s body and face,
which have been repainted with mismatched colours.
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8. Condition
NAG14_22W_Nx_3026_C.JPG

NAG14_22W_Nx_3026_D-ed.jpg

The appearance of many of the figures in the vault has altered. Faces and robes appear black. Purple staining can be seen in areas that were once covered with gilding. Many
of the details of the figures robe are now lost, through paint loss, and flaking. The scenes were covered with a modern coating that give them a brownish appearance, which is
very shiny (when viewed at oblique angles) and was evidently applied hastily judging by the brown drips (see detail of the parrot above right).
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A wide range of condition phenomena was
observed in Area W. As in much of the HRM, the
primary support is concealed almost everywhere by
the secondary support, but is generally considered
to be stable. Delamination of the secondary
support was observed in localised areas, in addition
to small pockets of loss, and decohesive render
material. A major loss in the southwest corner of
the vault was filled during a previous intervention
and then hidden behind a whitewash skim. During
2014 an external render loss to the roof (closely
corresponding to this area of historic failure) was
discovered. This has been addressed with the
installation of a tarpaulin over the roof, which is
inspected regularly by the fort mason.
Pitting of the araish plaster was largely confined
to the vault and often seen in association with salt

NAG12_22W_Wx_4034_M1.JPG
Localised loss exposing the sandstone support. Both
lower renders appear to have lost cohesion. An insect
nest adhered to the wall is also visible (far right).

efflorescence and/or bat activity.
The most noticeable aspects of condition recorded
in the second-floor vaulted chamber relate to the
paint layers. Much like the first floor chamber, there
has been extensive alteration of pigments, such as
the widespread blackening of figures at the north
end of the vault and on the east and west walls.
A distinctive purple staining is another notable
alteration, seen around areas of gilding in the vault.
In addition to flaking there have also been a number
of distinct forms of paint layer deterioration,
such as speckling and crusting of the paint layer,
not observed elsewhere (see Appendix C: Visual
glossary).
Sadly, much of the gold leaf detail applied to the
figures of the vault is now lost: the result of theft
or vandalism, as indicated by the deep scores in the
plaster in these areas.
In addition to the large repair and whitewashing

NAG13_22W_Wx_4100_Mr.JPG
Scratches are revealed in a raking light detail of a
figure’s foot which was once decorated in gold leaf.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

in the southwest portion of the vault, there is
evidence of a number of interventions being
carried out, including localised grouting. A modern
coating was also applied over the surface of all the
paintings in the room, giving them a shiny, brownish
appearance. Furthermore, in the lower register
paintings, there appears to have been attempts
at repainting, which were poorly executed in illmatched colours.
Salt efflorescence was observed in discrete areas of
the vault, often in conjunction with significant paint
loss and pitting.
Probably owing to the shape of the vault, the
second-floor vaulted chamber has also been the
focus of much insect activity and the remnants of
many nests covered the paintings before cleaning.
These can be harmful to delicate paint layers, and
as observed in other areas, have contributed to
pigment alteration.

NAG14_22W_Wy_9038_D2-ed.jpg
The female figure on the left has been crudely repainted
in this lower register painting on the east wall. Her skin
now appears blue.
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8. Condition
NAG13_22Z_Sy_5001_C1_1.jpg
The south wall of the Ground-floor painted chamber prior to emergency stabilisation. Significant loss and deterioration have occurred here and only fragments of the wall
paintings and original plaster remain.
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8.4 Area Z (Ground floor painted
chamber)
A wide range of condition phenomena - not seen in
Areas A or W - occur in Area Z, largely on account of
the chamber’s exposure to the harsh macroclimate.
High temperatures and low relative humidity prevail
for most of the year, but are interspersed with
heavy monsoon rainfall from July to September
(See Chapter 9 and Appendix E1). This has significant
implications for the surviving paintings and original
plaster layers which have little shelter in this nowroofless chamber.

Micro pitting of the araish plaster was present
throughout the surviving scheme and may have
been associated with salt efflorescence and/or
water damage. Localised cracking, mottling and
delamination were also evident.
Despite the extreme exposure, some painting
remains, the majority of which survives in
three panels along the southern wall. Previous
interventions include facing, fills, edge repairs,

microgrouting and whitewashing of the original
painting on the south wall.
As mentioned previously the Ground-floor chamber
has also been the focus of much biological activity,
both macro (birds, chipmunks and insects) and
micro (lichens and plant organisms). These can
be harmful to the remaining fragile paint layers,
and contribute to deterioration throughout the
stratigraphy. Specifically, new losses were observed
in 2014 in a particularly vulnerable area of surviving
painted plaster. Close to an opening inhabited by
various animals in 2013, in the northeast corner of the
chamber, it seems likely that macrobiological activity
resulted in the loss of more painted plaster here.

8. Condition

While the primary red sandstone support is largely
stable, localised spalling is observed on the south

wall and above the eastern entrance of the north
wall. The secondary support is partly lost and what
remains exhibits a range of conditions including
delamination, patterns of vertical striation, pitting
and signs of microbiological growth.

NAG13_22Z_Sy_1021_M.JPG
Detailed image of localised spalling of the primary
support on the south wall.

NAG13_22Z_Ey_1016_Mr.JPG
Detailed image of the vertical channels (striation)
occurring on the secondary support on the east wall.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

NAG13_22Z_Ey_1001_D1.JPG
Chipmunks nesting in a hollow of the primary support
caused deterioration to the fragile plaster and painted
remnants surrounding the opening.
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9. Investigations
NAG14_PUB_7013_1.JPG
Chiara Pasian and Gvantsa Potskhishvili investigating altered paint layers in the second-floor chamber (Area W).
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9. Investigations

9.1 Monitoring
An open physical system in which there are effectively
infinite supplies of energy from the surrounding
environment poses many conservation issues.

The long term programme established at Nagaur
allows monitoring of condition over numerous
years. It included photographic monitoring,
environmental monitoring, and crack monitoring
indicating structural movement (See Appendix E).

NAG13_22A_ext_3010_C.JPG
The loggia (Area A) is fully arcaded and is open to the elements along the north side of
the building and the north end of the east and west walls. A large open doorway can
also be seen in the centre of the south wall.

9.1.1 Photographic monitoring
Repeated annual photography of a specific frame
allows comparison and monitoring of changes. This
helps to assess if deterioration is ongoing and its
rate, and prioritise areas that required stabilisation.
Photographic monitoring was undertaken in
the Sheesh Mahal (SM) and the Hadi Rani Mahal
(HRM), including salts, flaking and loss. Currently
the monitoring focuses on salt efflorescence in
the HRM and SM where salt efflorescence on the
surface of the paintings is an ongoing occurrence.
For detailed information see Appendix E5.
͝Ǥ 

The Hadi Rani Mahal is characterised by open
architectural forms making it particularly exposed
to the exterior environment. The Sheesh Mahal
is subject to environmental impact after the
completion of conservation interventions because
of air exchange with the exterior environment.
Both building structures had compromised physical
history affecting their deterioration, therefore
monitoring is an important aspect of investigations.

Following an iterative approach, stabilisation
of the wall painting requires knowledge of its
present condition. Investigations of the original
technology, condition and deterioration were carried
out before the implementation of conservation
interventions. Investigations including photographic
and environmental monitoring, water disposal
investigations, as well as soluble ions and liquid
moisture distribution are ongoing in some of the
spaces under consideration.

NAG13_22W_Ny_8001_C.jpg
A view of the large non-original opening in the north wall of the second-floor chamber
(Area W). A similar opening is located in the south wall. Large jalis (visible through the
doorway serve to draw wind and dust through the length of the chamber.

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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9. Investigations
NAG16_PUB_3106.jpg
Denise Invamoto and Yang Chen setting up the weather station to record data on
external temperature, humidity, wind speed, wind direction and rainfall.
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NAG13_PUB_8403.JPG
Detail of the adapted rain gauge to prevent birds nesting. The image also shows the
position of the weather station in relation to the Hadi Rani Mahal, on a rooftop to the
northeast of the palace complex.
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9.1.2 Environmental monitoring
Initiated in Phase 2 in the HRM and ongoing since
2007 in the SM, environmental monitoring aims to
understand the susceptibility of the wall paintings
in each distinct area to environmentally activated
deterioration.

9.1.2.1 Sampling strategy and equipment
In order to gather meaningful data, a sampling
strategy was devised (See Appendix B) and HOBO®
data loggers were installed at the following
locations:

The Hadi Rani Mahal
• Loggia (Area A): to understand the
environmental condition of the exposed
painting schemes as reference for conservation
interventions. A logger was attached to a repair
at the west apex of lunette B2 at a height of
approximately 4 m to measure RH, AT and light
intensity at 30-minute intervals.
• Second-floor vaulted chamber (Area W): to
characterise the impact of the air exchange and
passive interventions, including the insertion
of glass panels in the openings and closing
the entrance door. A logger was hung from a
ring at the apex of the ceiling, at a height of
͝Ǥ 

The installation of a weather station on a nearby
rooftop in 2012 has enabled Nagaur-specific
macroclimatic data to be collected, recording
ȋͼȌǡȋ ΨȌǡ
speed (m/s), wind direction (ø), wind gust (m/s)
and rainfall (mm). Unfortunately, due to persistent
nesting by birds the rain gauge failed to record
any data in 2012. An anti-perching adaptation was

added at the start of 2013 and data has successfully
been collected since. In phase 5, the wind speed
sensor malfunctioned, causing battery failure.
Therefore the weather station stopped monitoring
from November 2015 to the end of phase 5. A
replacement for the wind sensor and battery are
currently on their way to Nagaur to ensure data
collection can be restarted.

NAG13-32-I-SV_2036_Dr.JPG
Image taken on the detail of a figure on the south vault of the Sheesh Mahal in 2013,
with raking light showing the surface topography and salt efflorescence.

NAG16-32-I-NV-1523_Dr.JPG
Image taken on the same location on the south vault of the Sheesh Mahal in 2016,
raking light shows the surface topography and salt efflorescence.

ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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Loggia, Hadi Rani Mahal, Nagaur Fort, 2015 - 2016
Interior HOBO U-12 datalogger Exterior HOBO U30 Weather Station
Ambient temperature (oC), Relative humidity (%), Absolute humidity (g/m3) and Rain (mm)
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Ambient Temperature (°C)/ Relative Humidity (%)

Weather Station Stopped

Date
Int. AT (°C)

Ext. AT (°C)

Int. RH (%)

Ext. RH (%)

Int. AH (g/m3)

Ext. AH (g/m3)

Rain (mm)

Graph comparing data (RH/AT and calculated AH) from the loggia (Area A) of the Hadi Rani Mahal with external data from the weather station. The similarity of ambient temperature
(red) and relative humidity (blue) between the monitored area and the exterior weather station indicates that the semi-exposed structure could only provide thermal and hygral
buffering to a limited extent. The calculated absolute humidity values are almost identical, suggesting a high degree of air exchange between macro- and micro-climates.
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The Sheesh Mahal
To evaluate the impact of the passive interventions
after the completion of the remedial treatment,
including the insertion of glass panels in the
openings and heating devices to keep the relative
humidity at around 65% during the monsoon in 2015.
A logger was hung from a wooden stand at a height
of approximately 1.5 m to measure RH and AT at
30-minute intervals.

9.1.2.2 Findings
The data gathered on the macro- and microclimates
was examined in relation to the original materials

and deteriogens, and was essential for proposing
passive measures for the longer-term preservation
of the paintings. Findings and recommendations
are reported here. Graphs are presented in full in
Appendix E1.
The Hadi Rani Mahal
• Loggia (Area A)
Data was collected between March 2015 and
January 2016 from the west wall of bay B2. The
ambient temperature (AT) and relative humidity
(RH) showed thermal and hygral buffering of
the structure to an extent. The almost identical
absolute humidity (AH), however, indicated that

9. Investigations

approximately 3.5 m to measure RH and AT at
30-minute intervals.
• Ground-floor chamber (Area Z) : to assess
the exposure of the paintings to all aspects
of the weather in the ground-floor chamber,
especially the likelihood of wind-blown rain on
the unsheltered paintings on the north wall.
Macroclimate data about wind direction and
rainfall was invaluable to aid the design of a
shelter to protect these paintings in the future.
RH, AT, rainfall, wind speed and wind direction
were recorded by the weather station positioned
on a nearby rooftop (approximately 5 – 6 m above
the ground) at 15 minute intervals.

NAG15-32-I-N-W_22008_Hobo2_D.JPG

NAG13_22W-Cx_HOBO U14_C.JPG
A datalogger was suspended from a hook in the middle of the vault of the second-floor
chamber (Area W) in the Hadi Rani Mahal to gather microclimatic data on relative humidity
(RH) and temperature (AT).

A datalogger with LCD screen was put on a wooden stand in the middle of the Sheesh
Mahal to gather microclimate data on ambient temperature (AT) and relative humidity
(RH).
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9. Investigations
Graph comparing data (RH/AT and calculated AH) from the second-floor chamber (Area W) of the Hadi Rani Mahal with external data from the weather station. Data collected from 2013
to 2016 showed reduced fluctuation after the suggestion of sealing the entrance door in 2015. The ambient temperature (red) and relative humidity (blue) inside the chamber showed
thermal and hygral buffering effect, but the calculated absolute humidity (green and yellow) values are similar, suggesting a relatively high degree of air exchange between macro- and
micro-climates. The possibility of passive intervention will be suggested with reference to the 2016-7 data.
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the actual amount of moisture near the painting
scheme was the same as macroclimate. The light
intensity suggests a relatively high lux exposure
between 12:00 and 15:30 on a daily basis, especially
during spring and summer afternoons.

monitored area as well as the cornice of west and
south vault. Monitoring is ongoing and the impact
of this passive intervention will be assessed and
modified in subsequent phases.
• Ground-floor chamber (Area Z)
Most rainfall occurred during the monsoon in July
and August. No rainfall was recorded in the dry
winter period (See Appendix E1 for graph).
The most significant surviving paintings of the
ground-floor chamber are positioned on its south
wall (north facing) and as such are protected from
direct sunlight by the mass of the Hadi Rani Mahal
which abuts the chamber to the south.

9. Investigations

• Second-floor chamber (Area W)
Data was collected between March 2013 and January
2016 from a position close to the apex of the vault.
As seen also in the Sheesh Mahal, the interior
environmental conditions were characterised by
low RH values [10% – 50%] for most of the year, with
sudden increases during monsoon from June –
September. A comparison of interior with exterior
data from the weather station demonstrates the

similarity in interior and exterior values of absolute
humidity. The vaulted chamber thus acts as a
poor hygral buffer, doubtless mainly due to the air
exchange through the large non-original openings
at the north and south ends of the room. These
were sealed with glass panels at the end of Phase
3 (2014), both to stabilise the effect of monsoon
conditions on the relative humidity and also to limit
dust deposition. The door of the chamber was kept
closed from the end of Phase 4 (2015). From the
monitoring result, there’s no significant change in
the overall fluctuation patterns of AT and RH. The
thermal and hygral buffering has slightly improved.
In phase 5 (2016), salt efflorescence was found on the

NAG15-22W-Sy_22007_C_after.JPG

NAG15-22W-Sy_22007_C_before.JPG
Image of the second floor chamber (Area W) of the Hadi Rani Mahal. The gap between
the glass panel and the west opening potentially led to air exchange and environmentalrelated deterioration. This is also an issue of long-term care.

Image of the second floor chamber (Area W) of the Hadi Rani Mahal. The gap between the
glass panel and the west opening has been sealed. This is part of the passive interventions
to stabilise the microclimate inside the chamber.
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Sheesh Mahal, Nagaur Fort, 2012 - 2016
Interior data HOBO U14 and Exterior U30 weather station
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Relative humidity (%) / ŵďŝĞŶƚƚĞŵƉĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ;ȗͿ

90

Wooden walkway
installed

Rain (mm) / Absolute humidity (g/m3)

100

Rain (mm)

Graph comparing data (RH/AT and calculated AH) from the Sheesh Mahal with external data from the weather station. Data collected from 2012 to 2016 with the exception of 2013
showed a significant reduction of the ambient temperature (red) and relative humidity (blue) inside the chamber after the installation of heating devices and sealing the entrance door
during monsoon in 2015. The ambient temperature was raised in order to keep relative humidity at a stable level around 65%.
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provide some degree of protection (particularly
during north east winds), the few strongest winds
travelling north-south still pose a considerable risk
of driving rain being thrown onto the paintings.
The Sheesh Mahal
After the completion of conservation interventions,
environmental data has been recorded to assess
changes and passive interventions. Since sealing of
the openings the ambient temperature and relative
humidity fluctuations substantially diminished.
During the 2015 monsoon season, two heating
devices were installed in the east and west sides of

the chamber, aiming to keep the relative humidity at
around 65%. Infrared thermographic (IRT) imaging
was carried out to assess the effect of different
settings of the heaters. Results showed that the
ambient temperature gradually increased with
higher power of the heaters. Ambien temperature
was assessed to be comparable in both north
and south sides of the chamber with a difference
of about 1 oC. Passive measures were assessed
together with photographic monitoring of salt
efflorescence and resulted successful in the
mitigation of salt problems.

9. Investigations

Of far greater concern was the impact of winddriven rain. For visualising wind speed and direction,
wind roses were created to show winds recorded
during incidents of rainfall at Nagaur during this
south west (towards the north east) and south west
(towards the north east). Rainfall occurring during
these periods was therefore blocked by the mass of
the Hadi Rani Mahal superstructure. However, less
frequent stronger winds (2-3 and 3-4 m/s) tended to
blow from the north east, and north during rainfall
events. These stronger winds were therefore
travelling towards the south and south west. While
the east and north walls of the chamber should

NAG15-32-I-Ew_21036_IR_Sep_MAX_ON.jpg

NAG15-32-I-Wv_21041_IR_Sep_MIN_ON.jpg
NAG15-32-I-W_21023_H2_D.JPG

IRT image of the west wall and east vault in the Sheesh Mahal with the heating devices on. Both high and low readings were recorded for west and east walls and vaults of the chamber.
The IRT images showed nearly identical temperatures, suggesting an even distribution of heat generated from devices placed in the north and south side of the chamber.
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A wind rose showing the direction of winds at different strengths which occurred during rainfall events at Nagaur, as recorded by the weather station. When assessed in relation to the
Hadi Rani Mahal floor plan it is clear that the majority of wind-blown rain is buffered by the mass of the building (coming from the southwest and south west).
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Structural movement
Cracks release stress in the plaster (and/or
structure) and therefore are an indicator of plaster/
structure movement. Crack monitoring in the
Hadi Rani Mahal and the Sheesh Mahal has been
recorded since phase 2.

Currently, crack monitoring focuses on the loggia
of the Hadi Rani Mahal (Area A) and the Sheesh
Mahal. Annual readings suggested that almost no
movement of the building structures. However,
measurements are net measurements over the
time interval and cannot exclude the possibility of

interim movements. The metal points installed on
the west side of the veranda had fallen off during
the recent phases, which required a better sampling
strategy. For crack monitoring, refer to Appendix
E6.

9. Investigations

Structural movement affecting the front veranda of
the Sheesh Mahal was discovered and emergency

supports were placed in 2011 in areas presenting
high risk of failure.

NAG13_22A_PUB_4081.JPG
Metal points are attached either side of cracks. Repeated
measurement with digital callipers will reveal if the crack is
widening over time.

NAG14_22W tarpaulin 1.jpg
A thick plastic tarpaulin has been secured over the whole of the roof of Area W, the second-floor chamber in order to
prevent water infiltration through the plaster loss discovered in the south west corner towards the end of Phase 3.
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9. Investigations

NAG13_22A_ext_4090a_M1.JPG

NAG13_22A_ext_4090b_C.JPG

NAG13_22A_ext_9042_D2.JPG

A small quantity of water was used to trace the route of liquid water through a down pipe on the roof of Area A. Slabs of stone are positioned under the pipes to preserve the
compacted lime plaster roofing. There slabs are recessed; cracks form at the edges they provide ingress points for rainwater. The cracks were repaired, and the whole slab was
covered to create a camber to disperse water away from the cracks. The performance of these repairs will continue to be monitored by the mason during monsoon.
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9.1.3 Water disposal
In 2013, cracks were observed around the edges of
sacrificial stones embedded in the roofing material
directly below the down pipes over the Loggia
(Area A) ceiling of the Hadi Rani Mahal. Water
was poured through this downpipe to simulate
the route of rainfall onto the loggia roof and to
assess the seal around the sacrificial stone. Water
readily penetrated through the cracks and bubbles

were observed emerging from the edges of the
sacrificial panel, suggesting this could be a possible
point of water infiltration. Emergency repairs were
undertaken and the mason will continue to monitor
their performance during monsoon season.

of the Hadi Rani Mahal and the Sheesh Mahal.
Both emergency and long-term investigations and
interventions were undertaken. Currently the roofs
are covered with plastic tarpaulins to prevent water
infiltration with regular maintenance checks.

Infiltration of liquid water through structural
cracks and also as a result of roof repairs were
potential risks to the long-term conservation of the
wall paintings in both the second-floor chamber

N

͝Ǥ 

E
S
W

NAG14_22Z_9014_C.JPG

NAG14_22Z_2004_C.JPG

View looking down into the ground-floor chamber (Area Z) with the cardinal directions
set out. Painting survives on the north wall (partially sheltered by drip mouldings) and
south wall (hidden from view by an adjacent roof in this image).

View from within the ground-floor chamber (Area Z) looking southeast. The best
surviving paintings are on the south wall (north-facing) which means they are well
protected from sunlight but in an unroofed chamber are exposed to wind and rain.
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9. Investigations
NAG13_22A_A1-x_3070_D2.JPG
Detail of the robe of a winged figure in ceiling panel A1-x of the loggia (Area A). White
spots are visible on the robe, detail shown right.
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NAG13_22A_A1-x_3070_Mr1.JPG
Macro raking image of a white crystalline salt efflorescence covering much of the
paint layer in this area of a ceiling panel.
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9.2 Salt and liquid moisture
characterization and distribution

ions are autochthonous and have been differently
transported by liquid moisture; the less soluble
ions remaining in depth and the more soluble being
deposited at the surface.

Efflorescence was often found in areas of plaster
and/or paint loss, and sometimes in areas of possible
water infiltration (typically vaults and ceilings). Salt
efflorescence and crusts are widespread in bay
B2 and B3 in the loggia. Some salt efflorescence
bond to the surface loosely and some are more
well bound. In B2, salt efflorescence is often in
association with micro-flaking and powdering of
the paint layer. It has been hypothesised that the

During the 2014 phase, the building envelope in the
loggia was investigated for a possible failure but
was found to be sound; fortunately, core sampling
of apparently damp areas (which appeared dark at
the surface) showed no abnormal water content in
depth (for more information see Appendix E2).

͝Ǥ 

Salt efflorescence was observed in localised areas
of the loggia (Area A) and the second-floor vaulted
chamber (Area W) of the Hadi Rani Mahal. Micro
core samples were taken to characterise both the
type and distribution of ions within the stratigraphy.
Details of these investigations can be found in
Appendix E. Broadly, chlorides were concentrated
at the surface level, nitrates and sulfates were
found throughout. Sulfates were also detected in
the 2015 grout where it was adjacent to gypsum

repairs (the grout in this areas was removed as were
the gypsum repairs). This horizontal ion profile
concurs with findings at the Sheesh Mahal (Martin
et al., 2012: 107).

NAG16 core samples 22A S02 PL 20160206.jpg

NAG13_22A_B3-x_3022_coresampl2.jpg

A graph indicating the ion content of a core sample (location shown right) at various depths. Two core samples were taken from apparently ‘damp’ areas of ceiling panel B3 in
the loggia of the Hadi Rani Mahal (Area A), and were compared with a control from a supposedly dry area of the ceiling. Sulfates, chlorides, and nitrates were tested of core
samples taken at different depth of the stratigraphy. According to this graph, nitrates concentrated near the surface, whereas sulfates were present mainly in depth.
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ
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9. Investigations
NAG16_PUB_3124.JPG
Denise Invamoto and Yang Chen taking multispectral imaging from the North wall of area R
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9.3 Multispectral Imaging (MSI)
Multispectral imaging is a non-invasive technique
that differentiates and characterises original and
non-original materials, providing their spatial
distribution.

• Visible reflected (Vis)
• Infrared reflected (IRR)
• UV reflected (UVR)
• UV-induced visible fluorescence (UVL)
• UV reflected false colour (UVFC)
• Infrared reflected false colour (IRFC)

In phase 5 (2016), protocol for capturing and
processing images followed that proposed by the
Charisma Project/ British Museum. The software
used was Nip 2-7.34, also developed for that project.
The aim is generating Multispectral imaging through
a consistent and standardised method. This allows
the production of comparable images (Dyer et al
2013).

͝Ǥ 

Specially adapted camera detects radiation from the
UV to near infrared regions of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Filters attached to the front of the lens
determine the type of radiation that the camera
records.

The types of images captured and generated at
Nagaur include:

NAG13_22W_Ey_8053_VIS_cal.tif
Figures in the East side of the vault in the 2nd floor chamber (Area W), under visible light.

NAG13_22W_Ey_8053_UV_cal.tif
UVL image of the same area revealing yellow and orange fluorescences not noticeable
under visible light.
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9. Investigations

NAG16_22R_B1-Ny_2040_Vis_SD.TIF

NAG16_22R_B1-Ny_2040_IRR_SD.TIF

NAG16_22R_B1-Ny_2040_UVL_SLR.TIF

NAG16_22R_B1-Ny_2040_IRFC.TIF

Part of a sequence undertaken in the 1st floor chamber North wall (Area R) - Vis (top left), IRR (top right), UVL (bottom left) and IRFC (bottom right).
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9.3.1 Applications and findings
The technique has been used in Nagaur in the
characterization of the paintings and previous
interventions and in the assessment of treatments.
Representative sequences are provided in
Appendix E7. Below is a brief summary of the
applications and findings in Hadi Rani Mahal:

NAG14_22W_Wx_6009_C_VIS.tif
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• Mapping of fluorescent organic colorants, often
faded in visible light;
• Mapping of widespread fluorescent organic
yellow material, possibly present in the binding
media;

• Possible identification of Indigo, through the
generation of infrared false colour images;
• Identification of areas of repainting;
• A figure of Ganesh above the doorway in the
Loggia (Area A), not distinguishable in visible light,
has been revealed;
• Assessment of temporary protection on paint
layers with cyclododecane;
• Assessment of PVAc reduction.

<Multiple intersecting links>
NAG14_22W_Wx_6009_D2_VIS.tif
Detail of the figure’s robes viewed in visible light on the west vault of the second-floor
chamber (Area W).

NAG14_22W_Wx_6009_D2_IR_FC_aligned.tif
Detail of the figure’s robes after IR-FC processing. The blue colour seen in visible light
appears red and can be readily compared to Aldrovandi’s IR False Colour reference
standards for indigo, shown on the right (Aldrovandi et al. 2005).
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10. Interventions
NAG15_Pub_1038_003.JPG
Amarilli Rava and Fiona Henderson assessing the temperature differential suggestive of evaporation zone on a grouted area. Differences in temperature give an indication of
where the grout was delivered.
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10. Interventions

The scope of conservation work in the Fort is
prioritised according to assessment of condition,
stability and significance of the various painted
schemes (see Chapter 4.3).

NAG16_PUB_4046.JPG
Amanda Hahn and Pu Lan injecting grout ion the ceiling
of bay B2 on the western portion of area A.

10.1 Sheesh Mahal
Remedial conservation interventions were deemed
necessary in the Sheesh Mahal conservation
project begun in 2007, and were completed in 2012.
However ongoing salt related deterioration has
been noted in subsequent years, and as a result,
preventive interventions such as the covering of the
roof, and a passive intervention into the stabilisation
of the microclimate has been conducted through
the installation of glass panelling in the openings
and heating of the environment.

10.2 Hadi Rani Mahal
10.2.1 Area A (Loggia)
During phase 5 (2016), the western portion of
the loggia (area A) has been prioritised due to its
ongoing deterioration, with evidence of plaster loss
in the painted ceiling over a period of a year. Apart
from trials, minor interventions were carried out
in 2015, namely superficial cleaning, grouting and

NAG15_Pub_1038_009_ed.jpg
Amarilli Rava, Chiara Pasian and Fiona Henderson
working on the western part of area A.
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removal of green lime wash. The treatments have
been revised, improved and implemented in full in
2016.
The interventions carried out in 2016 are:
• Grouting of unstable delaminated plaster layers
• Micro-grouting of unstable shallow plaster
delamination
• Consolidation of decohesive plaster
• Fills and edge repairs
• Replacement of previous unsuitable and unsightly
repairs
• Cleaning of loose and engrained dirt from the
surface of the painting
• Removal of the green lime wash covering the
columns and lower parts of the walls (eastern
portion of the loggia only)
• Reduction of salt efflorescence from the paintings
• Readhesion and consolidation of the paint layer

NAG16_PUB_6040.JPG
Amanda Hahn reducing the salt efflorescence by
mechanical means.
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10. Interventions

The Courtauld’s approach to conservation is based
on ethical principles and informed by thorough,
methodological investigations. According to Arnold’s
(1996) hierarchy of interventions, preventive and then
passive interventions are favoured over remedial
interventions where possible. In all cases a policy of
minimal intervention is maintained: interventions
of any kind are only carried out if it is evident that
there is a problem, it is ongoing, and the cause
can be identified either prior to interventions or
through investigations (Cather 2003). Any necessary
remedial interventions are the result of an initial
condition assessment and iterative investigations,
meaning interventions address specific deterioration
phenomena. The iterative method employed by the
Courtauld means each treatment is reassessed and
evaluated during and after treatment, allowing longterm performance characteristics to be assessed.

ĆđđĆĎēęĎēČĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēĆęĆČĆĚė Ĕėę
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NAG14_PUB_7024.JPG
Amarilli Rava assists Gvantsa Potskhishvili in grouting a localised area of unstable
delamination.
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NAG14_22W_Wy_8009_PUB.JPG
UV induced luminescence imaging helped to reveal areas of particularly deteriorated paint
layer. This was used as a guide for masking the surviving -but largely- invisible painting
prior to cleaning, as shown here by Elizabeth Woolley.
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10.2.2 Area W (Second floor vaulted chamber)
Conservation of the wall paintings of the vaulted
chamber in the second floor of the Hadi Rani Mahal
was completed in 2014 (Phase 3). The conservation
work started in Phase 2 (2013) and initially focused
on the south end of the vault, where photographic
monitoring had revealed ongoing deterioration, as
well as on the north end of the east and west walls.
Treatment aimed to stabilise fragile areas as well as
improve the overall presentation of the paintings.
The main interventions carried out are summarised

NAG15_Pub_1011_c.jpg
Samuel Whittaker reducing the PVAc on the South wall
of first floor painted chamber (area R).

as follows:
• stabilisation of detached and decohesive plaster;
• stabilisation of powdering and flaking paint;
• reduction of salt efflorescence;
• reduction of a degraded PVAc coating;
• reduction of non-original layers (dirt and
oxalates);
• replacement of failing and unsightly repairs;
• installation of a tarpaulin covering the roof above
the chamber to prevent water infiltration;
• closing of the openings to prevent dust deposition
and environmental fluctuation.
Since the completion of remedial treatments in
2014 passive conservation measures have been
implemented in area W. This is due to the presence
of soluble ions in the stratigraphy (for a detailed
record of the ion distribution in depth refer to
appendix E2). Therefore, three of the four openings
were sealed with glass panels (2014) and one with a
wooden door (2015). This is to reduce air exchange
and maintain a stable RH stable. Photographic

NAG16_22R_B3-Sy_2036b_M2_Vis.JPG
PVAc reduction trial undertaken in the south wall of first
floor chamber (area R).
ĊĔēĊěĞ ĔĚēĉĆęĎĔēȈĆČĆĚėĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēėĔČėĆĒĒĊ

monitoring shows that salt cycling is still active; this
may be due to drying-out of moisture introduced
during the remedial conservation treatment. The
new efflorescence has been reduced and passive
measures to stabilize the environment will be
reevaluated in 2017.
Preventive measures to avoid moisture being
introduced in the building fabric have been put in
place in 2014, after a loss was noted on the roof
plastering. Inspection in phase 5 (2016) of the
tarpaulin cover shows signs of failure, tears can trap
water underneath the cover and may slow down
evaporation. Investigations will be carried out to
determine whether the roof should be repaired or
the tarpaulin replaced.

10.2.3 Area R (First floor painted chamber)
In the past, a layer of polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) was
applied over the painted schemes in Area W (the
second-floor vaulted chamber) and Area R (the
first floor painted chamber). With the ambient
temperatures raising above its glass transition

NAG16_22R_B3-Sy_2036b_M2_UVL.JPG
Assessment of the trial with UV luminescence imaging.
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Grout injected in 2015 suffered from new
occurrences of salt efflorescence and powdery
interfaces. In 2016, grout and micro-grout with
reduced water content have been designed and the
intervention has been coupled with consolidation
and salt reduction as required. Continuous
inspections throughout the campaign have been
carried out and monitoring of the grouted areas is
recommended.

ĆđđĆĎēęĎēČĔēĘĊėěĆęĎĔēĆęĆČĆĚė Ĕėę
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NAG14_22Z_ Ny_PUB_7037.JPG
The Fort Mason, Feju Khan (centre) and members of his team carrying out large fills to protect areas of surviving painting on the north wall of the ground-floor chamber. This
also served to unify the spaces giving greater emphasis to the surviving painted plaster fragments.
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temperature, the coating becomes tacky and picks
up dirt, becoming visibly brown.
In 2015 PVAc reduction trials began, and were
continued in 2016, with the implementation of the
intervention on the north and south wall.

10.2.4 Area Z (Ground floor painted chamber)

• Stabilisation of detached plaster. Detachment is
occurring between the primary support and the
plaster, and between plaster layers.
• Re-establishment of a continuous surface with
fills to prevent water ingress into micro-grouted
areas.
Stabilisation of the central and right panels on the
south wall (undertaken in 2013) was reassessed in
2014. The grouting and fills were judged to have
been effective in stabilising the plaster and paint
layers, with no new losses observed and with
vulnerable edges protected. This was in contrast
to an untreated area of surviving painting in the
northeast corner of the chamber where significant

losses occurred in 2013 - 14. Accordingly, the third
panel on the south wall (east end) and all surviving
portions of painted plaster on the north wall and in
the northeast corner were stabilised following the
same methods.
While such measures should extend the life of
these paintings, the longer term prospects for
their survival remain poor unless steps are taken to
provide basic sheltering from the macroclimate.
For more details about the specific interventions
refer to Appendix F.

10. Interventions

Scope for intervention in the ground-floor chamber
was compromised by the severely deteriorated
condition of the paintings and the fact they are
located in a now-roofless building which exposes
them to the harsh desert climate. In many places the
plaster looks blank and the painting is only revealed
under UV illumination. Treatment focused on
securing delicate plaster from panels, on the south

and north walls. This included:

NAG14_22Z_ Ny_PUB_7041_1.JPG
Members of the team undertaking emergency stabilisation on the north and south
walls of Area Z, including grouting, micro-grouting and fills. These are designed to
strengthen the surviving plaster, but a longer term solution should be considered.

NAG13_PUB_9038.JPG
Nicole Huter undertaking repairs on one of the panels of surviving painting (south wall
of the ground-floor chamber).
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